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News In Brief
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A proposed constitutional amendment
to allow a Kentucky lottery was passed by the House today. The vote
was 63-35 with two abstentions.
House Bill 1 was the first lottery measure ever passed by the Kentucky House. It now goes to the Senate, which passed a lottery bill
several years ago, but where the fate of HB1 is uncertain.
If HB1 is passed by the required three-fifths of the 38-member
Senate. the lottery issue automatically would be placed on the
November ballot for approval or rejection by voters.
The House today beat back attempts to attach amendments that
would have specified a weekly-drawing lottery; to make a lottery a
local option; to bar Kentucky from joining a multistate lottery, and to
bar a pnvate company from operating the lottery on contract for the
state
Senate leaders were confident Thdrsday that there were enough
votes to pass HB1 on the Senate floor, but there was a complication:
the bill would have to be routed through the Senate Committee on
Elections and Consututional Amendments, where just one member
was sworn to approve it.
The committee has six members and four votes would be needed to
send HB1 to the Senate floor
Only Chairman Gus Sheehan. D-Covington, said he unequivocally
supported a lottery
Sens Danny Meyer and Georgia Powers, both D-Louisvthe, said
they were undecided. Democratic Sens Nelson Allen of Greenup and
Nick Kafoglis of Bowling Green said they were opposed to a state
sanctioned lottery.
Sen. Harold Haering, R-Louisville, declined to say whether he
would support a lottery, but noted that he had never voted in favor of
one

FRANKFORT, Ky. lATh — A
tamer version of the "gunslinger
bill," to allow licensed adults to
carry concealed handguns, was
passed by the Kentucky House and
sent to the Senate.
There was no debate on House
Bill 505 when it passed 54-37 on
Thursday.
But one of its opponents, House
Judiciary-Criminal Committee
Chairman Dottie Priddy, DLouisville, said later that she was
for it until restrictions were added

FRANKFORT. Ky tAP1 — Sheriffs, especially those of small
counties. would get larger fees for collecting state taxes under a bill
approved today by the House Counties and Special Districts
Committee
But, because it would drain an undetermined amount of money
from the state's general fund, House Bill 724 was expected to go to the
Appropriations and Revenue Committee, where approval was considered doubtful
"I can just about guarantee, if it goes to A&R, it's going to die a
violent death inthere,"said Rep. Mark Farrow., D-Stamping Ground.
of the counties panel.
Sheriffs now receive a 4.25 percent commission for collection of
state taxes
Under HB724. commissions would increase to 6.25 percent in counties with populations of 35,000 or less, 5.25 percent in counties of 35,001
to 40.000, and 4 75 percent in larger counties.
There was no estimate of the cost of the bill, which was sponsored
by Rep Donnie Gedling. D-Hardinsburg.
The committee also approved.
—HB695, which would give priority to local government liens
against property declared to be nuisances as unfit or unsafe. It was
designed to give Louisville and Jefferson County a way to make
slumlords pay for demolition of their buildings
—HB835, to require the county attorney to represent the county
judge-executive in lawsuits involving the county's denial of a permit.
The county attorney currently must represent the permit applicant,
pitting him in court against the county he is supposed to represent,
supporters of the bill said.

Elsewhere...
By The ISseerliste41 Pisste

WASHINGTON — President Reagqi_ is likely to impose five new
sanctions against Panama designed to cripple the country's tottering
economy and force out military leader Manuel Antonio Noriega, administration sources say
WASHINGTON — Two former Pentagon officials and the General
Accounting Office are sharply criticizing a pact with Japan for the
retrieval of plutonium from U.S nuclear wastes.
WASHINGTON — The struggle by students who have shut down the
nation's only liberal arts college for the deaf in a bid to have one of
their own named president is becoming a rallying point for handicapped people nationwide

Today's Index

4

Forecast
Tonight. Becoming cloudy
with a 30 percent chance of
showers toward morning. Low
In the low 50s. Southwest wind
10 to 15 mph.
Saturday Occasional
showers and a few
thunderstorms. High 55 to 60.
- Southwest wind 15 to 25 mph
and gusty. Rain chance 90
percent.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

356.3
355.2

In a floor amendment.
The version of the bill approved
by Priddy's committee would
have allowed nearly anyone to
carry a concealed firearm in a
holster. No permit was required.
The amendment imposed two
types of licenses: a qualified
license, for hunting and target
practice, and an unlimited license
"for the purpose of ... protection of
life and property." It also would
require the applicant to be at least
18, with no felony conviction.

HB50, which would require
blood supplies to be tested for contamination by AIDS or other
dangerous diseases, won final
passage when the House concurred on a Senate amendment, 95-0.
The bill was sponsored by Rep.
Paul Mason, D-Whitesburg, whose
daughter allegedly was exposed to
the virus for acquired immune
deficiency syndrome through a
transfusion of untested blood at a
Madisonville hospital.
If enacted, the bill would make

it a felony to give transfusions of
untested blood, except in
emergencies, or to knowingly
donate contaminated blood.
The House defeated a bill that
called for the state to buy and
preserve wetlands, parks and
other natural areas. Opponents
seized on its funding tool — a
doubling of the transfer tax on real
estate to $1 per $500 assessed
valuation — as a $41,42 million-a(Cont'd on page 2)

Auto stickers,
annexation top
city's agenda
Thursday night

Bill approved today would give
sheriffs more for collecting taxes
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The Murray City Council has
authorized the city attorney to
draft an ordiance raising the price
of city auto stickers and prepare
an agreement requiring county
residents to agree to annexation
before city services are extended
in the 'future.
The committee appointed to
study the auto
stickers, chaired
by Ruby Hale,
proposed the
amendment to
the city sticker
ordinance, which
would raise the
Ruby listie
price of the
(7taIrperson
stickers from $15
to $35. The price for trucks over
one-and-a-half tons would be raised from $20 to $40 and the price for
motorcycles, motor scooters and
motorbikes would be raised from
$3 to $10. Penalty dates would
begin June 1 at 10 percent for the
entire month. After July 1, the
penalty would be 100 percent —
$70.
The proposal also called for a
$50 fine for not displaying the
Members of the Calloway County
sticker.
School Board voted to begin
Councilman John Ed Scott made
holding full-day kindergarten sesthe motion that all future outside
sions at the county's three
requests for extended city serelementary centers this tall.
vices require an agreement with
Above, Superintendent Dr. Jack
the
city to comply to annexation if
Rose explains the benefits of the
the
city wanted to annex that porprogram to the board; at left,
tion
of the county.
East Galloway Elementary PrinBoth
the proposed ordinance
cipal Jim Feltner spoke in favor
agreement
are expected to be
and
of the full-day kindergarten. The
during the counand
drafted
heard
approved
board
the measure on a
session March
regular
next
cil's
3-1 vote.
24.
The council also approved the
mayor's recommendation to apStaff photos by Dasid Tut I
point W. Dan Morris to the Murray
Planning Commission to fill the
unexpired term of Danny
Hudspeth who was recently
elected to the city council. Morris
is the plant engineer of Kenlake
Foods.
In other business, the council
voting in favor of the measure
more time to provide remedial
heard from City Clerk Jo Crass
Assistant chairman Bob help to young students who need
that each department in the city is
McDaniel, expressing concern extra attention, thereby helping to operating within its budget after
over the fatigue factor involved in save the board from the expense of seven months Revenues were as
an all-day program for 5-year-old retaining students at a later
projected with property taxes
kindergarteners, opposed the grade.
slightly exeeding budget figures.
change
"We do have a good
Crass said the city .s operating at
Kindergarten classes in the kindergarten program, but we
a little over 64 percent of total
county school system currently need more time to work with the
revenues after seven months
meet for half-day sessions, but a computers in the Writing to Read. Revenues for February totaled
spokesperson for the county's program," North Elementary 6187,227 with expenditures of
kindergarten teachers said a full(Coat'd ots page 2)
day curriculum will give them (Coat'd oa page 2)

Calloway school district to offer full-day
kindergarten program beginning this fall
By DAVID TIllt
Matt Writer
Beginning this fall. the Calloway
County School District will be offering a full-day kindergarten program for kindergarten -age
students enrolled in the system.
The Calloway County School
Board approved the move to an
all-day, every-day kindergarten
program by a vote of 3-1, with
board members Walter Byars,
Jim Kelly and T.C. Hargrove

MHS to get television studio equipment
By SCOTT WILSON
Staff Writer
The Murray Board of Education
approved a bid from Midwest
Communications Thursday night
at its regular meeting for equipment to build a television studio at
Murray High School. The
Lousiville-based company's bid
for the equipment was $36,143.

"I think everyone will benefit
from this," commented Greg
DeLaney, who runs the video club
at Murray High "This money will
buy such items as cameras,
character generators and swit
chers This is top quality
equipment."
Bids went out on the equipment
after DeLaney presented a pro

posal for the items to the board at
Is Jan. 14 meeting.
The benefits of the new equipment can be far-reaching.
Students could use it to learn about
the television industry, and
strengthen their writing and verbal skills. Besides the MHS video
club, the school's speech team and
Journalism class will also use the

equipment.
In accordance with federal law,
Max S. 4:1
1/ler of the Fiber
y was approved as
Search Co
Inspector and Management Planner for Murray City Schools
Cleaver will be responsible for inspecting buildings in the school
(Cont'd on page 2)
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will be held at 9 a.m. on March 21
at North Elementary; March 22 at
Southwest Elementary; and
March 23 at East Elementary.
In other business, the board approved the selection of Max
Cleaver to supervise the systemwide search for asbestos in the
buildings, as mandated by the
Asbestos Hazard Emergency
Response Act of 1986. Cleaver,
who recently completed a training
course in asbestos testing and
received state certification, will
receive five cents per square foot
of inspection, plus expenses for
samples taken from the buildings,
the board voted.
"I just talked to Jim Judge, the

Kindergarten...
(Cont'd from page 1)
kindergarten teacher Suzanne
Schoader told the board. "We're
feeling pushed to herd them in and
get them to learn."
Southwest Elementary Principal Ray Dunn said a committee
had recommended a full-day program in the past. "We've had
some input from the parents on
this," Dunn reported.
When he made his proposal to
the board, Superintendent Dr.
Jack Rose recommended that the
county system provide no noonday transportation to or from the
elementary centers for students
whose parents opt to enroll them
in a half-day program in
kindergarten. The half-day option
will be available, the board
agreed, but the parents will be
responsible for transportation at
noon.
McDaniel asked Schroader if
the fatigue factor could make such
a program counter-productive.
"I don't think it will be a waste
of time," Schroader replied. "We
will be scheduling our activities to
move them around, with time for
rest and a snack break, as well as
breakfast and lunch."
East Elementary Principal Jim
Feltner said he had a number of
students who could especially be
helped by a full day of
kindergarten.
We have five students hinging
toward behavior problems,
because they're not getting some
basic training - we'd have a better chance with them with an allday program," Feltner said.
Regigtration for the 1988-89
Calloway County kindergarten

FRIDAY, MARCH 11, 1988

Rose said the inspection is expected to begin within a matter of
days.
In personnel matters, the board
approved tenure for Doris Conner,
Linda DeVoss, Ruth Ann Futrell,
Becky Gore, Ruth Smith, Susan
Darnell, Debbie Ernstberger,
Jean Geurin, and Kathy Newton.

Mayfield tobacco company honored
for 90 years of worldwide services
The 90th anniversary of western
Kentucky's mult-million dollar
tobacco channel to the world was
celebrated this week when the
chairman of a Dutch conglomerate visited Paducah.
Jack van Dijk of the 'Van Nelle
Group of Rotterdam visited the
area this week to discuss the
significance of Kennedy Leaf
Tobacco Inc. of Mayfield.
He called the business very
special. Van Dijk said, "Our word,
they understand; their word, we
understand. There are not many
businesses where your word is
good enough."
Kennedy, founded in 1871, began
selling tobacco to Van Nelle in
1898. The company built a plant in
Mayfield in 1965 and moved its entire operation there in 1967.
The Dutch connection is extremely important to western

Kentucky and Tennessee, said
Kentucky President Jim Marvin.
Through Van Nelle, dark tobacco is sold throughout Europe and
accounts for about 90 percent of
the tobacco sold in Italy and
Africa. It supplies a dependable
cash crop for 8,000-plus dark
tobacco growers in west Kentucky
and west Tennessee.
The relationship between Kennedy and Van Nelle has changed
tremendously over the years.
From supplier and buyer, the
companies became partners in
1967 when Kennedy sold 52 percent
of its stock to Van Nelle.
In 1980, when Van Nelle was a
subsidiary of Standard Brands.
Kennedy also became a wholly
owned subsidiary' of the parent
firm. When Van Nelle went in.
dependent two years ago. Kennedy became its subsidiary.
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building and grounds man of the
state Department of Education,
and he had heard of prices from
one cent to 13 cents, and he said he
would be suspicious of either end
of the scale. Max, being local, and
providing training for our custodians, is by far the best choice,"
Rose said.
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"Robotic Safety" was the topic of a recent seminar held at Murray State University, sponsored by the Department of Safety Engineering and Health. It was part of a semester-long series of sessions designed to address
critical issues in the workplace. Experts in the field participated in the seminar, including James Collins,
center, with the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (N10811), and Dr. Bob Newton, second
from right, from Morehead State University. The speakers took time during a break to chat with, from left,
David Jennings, student coordinator for the seminar; Stan Groppel, an assistant professor in the Department
of Industrial Education and Technology; and Dr, George Nichols, chairman of the Department of Safety
Engineering and Health.

Equipnient...
(Coard from page 1)
system and maintaining a check
on the asbestos level In each facility. The move puts the board in line
with the Asbestos Hazard
Emergency Response Act of 1986
and Environmentai Protection
Agency regulations,
Approval of a new curriculum
Thursday night, typlified the
board's continuing policy of improving school programs. The curriculum for a "Growing Healthy"
program was passed with flyliig,
colors.
"Growing Healthy" is a
federally-funded program dealing
with health-care ideas for elementary children, The nine-week program would be offered to children
in kindergarten through fourth
grade next year Fifth and sixth
grade students would eventually
be worked into the program.
In personnel matters. Eunice J
Mills' letter of resignation was accepted. However, that was contingent on the receipt of a letter of
retirement from Mills. There was
discussion by the board as to
whether Mills was actually retiring or resigning.
Melanie Curlin's request to extend her leave of absence was approved. Patty Post, currently
substituting for Curtin, will continue in that position.
Audrey Brown. John Mark Hall,
Cathy Morris and Rick Garland
were hired to coaching positions
for the 1988 spring sports Brown
will be the new girls' softball
coach at Murray High School and
Morris will assist her. Hall will
assist in tennis while Garland will
help out the head baseball coach.
Shirley Ann Cochran Martin was
approved as a substitute teacher
for the current year pending
receipt of a Kentucky certificate.
Kathy Ray's letter of resignation
as part-time custodian was
accepted.
In other business, the current
school year will be extended four
days. Students will continue to attend school until May 27th this
year. School officials said the extension was necessary due to the
school days lost to snow.
The date for the next board
meeting has been switched to
Tuesday. Mar. 22 at 7 p.m. The
change from Mar. 24 was done to
allow board members to attend a
National School Board Association
Conference meeting in New
Orleans.
An overnight bus trip to Bardstown was approved for the chess
teams at Murray Elementary,
Murray Middle and Murray High
schools.
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i159,410
Fire Chief James Hornbuckle
announced to the council that
Briggs & Stratton. recently
donaied two engines to the fire
department to upgrade the jaws of
life rescue tool
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'Gunslinger'.
(Coot'd from page 1)
year tax increase.
The vote was 70-21 against
HB589, sponsored by Rep. Joe
Clarke, D-Danville.
Bills passed by the House
included:
-HB651, to allow strip mining of
as much as 20 extra acres without
an additional permit; 93-0.
-HB722, to establish at a state
univertity a technical assistance
center for hazardous waste reduction; 95-0.
-HB755, to allow filing of
notices in county clerk offices that
coal has been extracted and the
surface may be subject to subsidence; 85-10.

Legislative briefs

1988-90 AR budget delayed
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP P House leaders decided late this
morning to delay the drafting of
the 1988-90 budget by the Appropriations and Revenue
Committee.
The surprise move came after
the Democratic leaders in the
House met with subcommittee
chairmen in a private meeting in
Speaker Don Blandford's office.
"We're going to try to see if
there's some common ground we
can reach," Blandford said.
Blandford said there was no problem with the budget, except that
the leadership wanted to reach a
consensus before caking a vote in
the committee, which had
scheduled a day-long meeting today to work out details of a state
spe ndinglpIan
"We just want to get a budget
that we can all agree on and
pass," said Majority Whip Kenny
Rapier of Bardstown.
The delay comes amid reports
that Gov. Wallace Wilkinson is
lobbying hard for the return of his
education initiatives to the budget.
Members of -the House Budget
Review Subcommittee on Education removed all funding for
Wilkinson's two major programs
from their recommendation to the
full commiltee.
Rep.. Harry Moberly, D Richmond, the subcommittee
chairman. said Thursday the full
committee is not likely to replace
any of the cuts.
"I don't think there's much sentiment to spend money on the
governor's programs," Moberly
said. Wilkinson said Thursday
his plans would eventually win
legislative approval.
"I have every confidence that
we'll pass it," Wilkinson said.
In terms of dollars, the most
significant cuts were in Wilkinson's plan to help the poorest
school districts and to begin work
on his plan to reward individual
schools for student improvement
Together, those cuts gave the
subcommittee about $23 million to
spend elsewhere.
There were other, smaller cuts
in elementary and secondary

Bill to mo%e presidential
primary appears dead

A bill that would move the
presidential-preference vote to
May. when Kentucky holds its
regular primary appears dead in a
House committee, according to a
report in today's Courier-Journal
The State Government Committee passed over House Bill 827
despite a last-minute suggestion to
make Kentucky's presidential
primary the first in the country by
holding it in November preceding
election year.
Several committee members
agreed that it was too early to
evaluate the regional primary,
and said a decision could wait until
the 1990 legislation

Group passes
`silence' bill
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A
House-passed bill to allow
teachers to call for a "moment of
silence" to begin the school day
was approved by the Senate
Education Committee, but that
may have been the end of its
odyssey.
Knowledgeable Senate
Democrats said House Bill 6 would
be held by the Rules Committee
long enough to preclude a vote on
the Senate floor. Critics of the bill
ave alleged it is a thinly veiled atempt at organized prayer in the
lassroom

education. including elimination
of new vocational schools at Paintsville, Aihland, Louisville,
Somerset, Hazard and in northern
Kentucky.
Added to the money for primary
and secondary schools was
another cut in the teacher-pupil
ratio in grades one, two and four in
the 1990 fiscal year.
Also added to that section of the
budget was about $4.4 million for
additional school construction
Significantly, the subcommittee
only recommended a $1 million
annual increase for the Kentucky.,
Teachers' Retirement System
over the governor's proposal
That additional money from the
legislature would go specifically
to provide for retirement after 27
years for teachers instead of 30
Not putting additional money into teacher retirement seems to
defy a resolution by House
Democrats, who were distressed
that Wilkinson proposed to stop an
annual payment to the system
above the amount required to
match teacher contributions
Much of the remaining money in
the education sections of the
budget put together by the subcommittee went to higher
education,
About $11 million in fiscal 1989
and $14.3 million in 1990 would be
distributed among the eight state
universities above what Wilkinson
had recommended in his budget

HB 944 aimed at
testing for AIDS
virus of some
FRANKFORT. Ky I AP )- Convicted prostitutes and all state
prison inmates would be required
to take tests for the AIDS virus
under bills approved by a House
committee.
House Bill 944, sponsored by
Rep. Tom Riner. D-Louisville,
would require anyone convicted of
prostitution to take a test for the
AIDS virus. The bill was approved
Thursday by the House Health and
Welfare Committee, 14-1. with one
member passing
Hiner said the tests would be
conducted by local health departments If the test revealed the person was not infected with the AIDS
virus, they would be required to
return for periodic testing, at the
health department's discretion
The bill states that if the test
results are positive, the state
Cabinet for Human Resources
would be permitted to "take
whatever steps are necessary to
protect the public" against the
spread of the virus. Miler would
not elaborate on what steps could
be taken, but he said that the
cabinet has broad powers to control the spread of diseases, including the power to quarantine.
'
No knock
'search
warrants bill downed
unanimously by group

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A
bill to allow police officers to execute "no-knock" search warrants
was unanimously rejected by the
House JudicitT-Criminal
Committee.
But the committee approved
bills to allow wider use of the
death penalty and to crack down
on sex-show stores.
All eight members at Thursday's committee meeting voted
against House Bill 702, which
would have enabled police officers
to execute search warrants in the
game manner as arrest warrants
- at any hour, without a warning
knock

FRIDAY, MARCH 11, 1988

PERSPECTIVE
U.S. SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
STOP! IN THE NAME OF CAMPAIGN-FINANCE REFORM
A sharp knock on the door at 1:00 a.m.; plainclothes police use
a passkey and then brute force to get through a barricaded door.
Their quarry goes reluctantly at first, but then has to be dragged
into custody. It sounds like a new network police series, but it all
44,happened three weeks ago in the U. S. Senate.
The order to arrest absent Senators had not been issued in the
Senate for nearly half a century, and many Senators have since questioned the legality and appropriateness of the arrest procedure. But
this drama brought to a head the Senate's year-long conflict over
campaign finance legislation. At issue was S. 2,a bill to use taxpayer money to subsidize campaigns and limit how many people can
participate through small, disclosed contributions. Two days after
the eighth unsuccessful vote to shut off debate on S. 2 -- a Senate
record -- the bill was taken off the floor, probably for good.
Unfortunately, the Senate's shift into a full-blown filibuster ended the progress made by a group of eight Senators, including this
Senator, who had been appointed by the leadership to work out a
bipartisan compromise on campaign finance reform. Our group had
reached agreement on many important reforms, including:
campaign cost-reduction through 4 meaningful broadcast rate
discount for candidates;
• new restrictions on political action committees (PACs)
• closing the "millionaire's loophole"-, by prohibiting candidates
from recovering personal funds spent or loaned for a campaign; and
• stricter controls on "soft money","bundling", and independent expenditures.
Our negotiations paved the way for a landmark, bipartisan cam.paign finance reform bill, but they were scuttled when the other side
insisted on two things we could not accept: taxpayer financing and
spending limits. With our Federal deficit about to crush the Nation's
economy, the idea of making taxpayers foot the bill for our reelections is selfish and absurd. Public funding in Presidential races already has cost taxpayers-.a third of a billion dollars; with 535
congressional races added on, the cost would cut into needed social
,services while candidates rode the gravy train.
We also rejected so-called spending limits because the Presidential system has proven that they don't work and instead cut out
citizens' participation from the grassroots. Tbe same spending limits
that S. 2 would extend to congressional races have made every
Presidential candidate a lawbreaker, forced millions of -special interest dollars underground, created a red tape maze that eats up one
of every four campaign dollars, and has not dented the growth of
campaign spendina. The Presidential system is a disgrace, and we
shouldn't copy it in Congress.
It is also bad policy to put a limit on how much support a candidate can has e and on how many citizens can get involved in politics through small contributions It is like the government limiting a
newspaper's circulatiOn ,or a news program's ratings. Campaign
spending is high when both candidates are well-liked and supported. Competition is intense, voters learn about the issues and candidates, and sotcr turnout hits record levels. That kind of campaign
spending should be considered an ins estment in our democratic form
of government -- not discouraged and distorted by bureaucratic
"spending limits" and taxpayer subsidies.

Washington Today
By W. Dale Nelson

Miirray Ledger & Times

'Super Tuesddy''-'balloting explained
Even before Super Tuesday s
primary voting, the pundits were
all pondering what it will all
mean. Now, there doesn't seem to
be much left to ponder about. Let
us start with the Republicans:
George Bush: He was the big
winner Tuesday and will easily be
nominated at the Republican convention. That's probably as it
should be, since he's the most
traditional Republican of all the
Republicans, being wealthy,
socially prominent and a dashing
figure in tennis togs. An easy
prediction: At the convention,
Bush will make an acceptance
speech that will be hailed as one of
history's blandest.
Robert Dole: He was born in the
wrong century. In our first century as a nation, politicians dueled
with pistols, called each other curs
and liars, horsewhipped unfriendly editors and scowled for their
portraits. They were permitted to
have a "dark side," such as Abe
Lincoln, who was given to periods
of depression. Not any more. If
you want to make it, you have to
have an aw-shucks grin like
Reagan or an apple-for-the teacher smile like Bush. It's
Dole's misfortune that when he
does smile, he looks like he just
evicted a widow.
Pat Robertson: There were
many theories offered for Robert-

son's spectacular flop. Maybe God
changed His mind. Or it was a
good year for the devil. And most
Republicans don't speak in
tongues and aren't inclined to
learn. But the biggest factor was
Elvis Presley. Just when Robertson was supposed to peak, a wave
of Elvis nostalgia appeared on TV
and elsewhere. Is Elvis still alive?
Does his spirit make public appearances? Because the majority
of Robertson's supporters also are
devoted to Elvis, they were caught
between listening to Pat or mooning about Elvis. Pat finished second. Maybe he should have learned to sing "Blue Suede Shoes."
Jack Kemp: His problem is that
while he talks like a conservative
Republican, he looks like a
Democrat. Republicans should
never wear Kennedy-style hairdos. The most successful
Republicans in modern times
have been Ike, who was bald, Nixon, who slicked it back, and

them ... (and) to individual
Americans ...iasi part of their
savings. instead of putting it in the
bank or something
"So. instead of it being
something that's just disappearing down a rat hole, it's a kind of a
redistribution ... of national
wealth in that these institutions
and so forth are getting this interest from the government Now
maybe some of them would have
to be getting straight grants from
the government if they were not
getting that interest. So, no, I don't
think it's a disaster."
Reagan, still saying that he was
"disappointed that we haven't
been able to do better" and that
"the Congress added to that
budget," conceded that his position was "really a reversal of
roles" for him.
It sure is.
As the president noted. "Way
back before I ever thought I would
be governor, when I was just out
making speeches on the mashedpotato circuit about things that I
thought should be' changed ... I
was complaining about the fact
that, for almost 60 years now, with
only eight single-year exceptions,
this country has been running a
deficit."
It still is running a deficit, but
now Reagan calls it a redistribution of wealth.
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ht'll definitAY be a foree because
Reagan, who favors a '50s-style
his delegate strength will allow
pompadour. Bush has a good
him to help shape the Democratic
Republican haircut: It looks like
agenda and help assure another
his mother took him to the barber.
resounding defeat. See, there are
As for the Democrats:
And
different kinds of force
Richard Gephardt: He should
Jesse just wants to be in there
have been rated no lass than a
somewhere.
50-50 favorite because he's the onAlbert Gore: He says he's runnly candidate with the vision to see
one of the great issues of our time "ing as a native Southerner. But
does he .look like a Southerner to
- the price of Korean
You? Of course not. He never says
automobiles. If he had zeroed in on
the cost of VCRs, he would have "howdy" or "I reckon" and
doesn't drive a 'pickup. And I'll
won by a landslide.
wager that he's not even a
Michael Dukakis: He's riot exmember of the National Rifle
citing, but he doesn't say anything
Association. Besides, this country
dumb. He dresses well, his hair is has never elected a president
neatly brushed, and older people named Albert and it never will.
like him. He's liberal, but not flabPaul_ Simon: He says he is
bily so. And it is said that the waiting to make his big move in Ilsizable Hispanic population of linois. I've lived in Illinois all my
South Texas might give him their life. Cold, miserable winters. Hot,
delegates because they loved the humid summers. Dull landscape:.
Kennedys and, like the Kennedys, Lousy baseball teams. Yokels
he's from Massachusetts, so they downstate. Cut-throats in the city.
love him a little bit for old time's You'd think that once in four years
sake. Ah, the workings of the we'd get something more inAmerican political mind.
vigorating than- a big move by
Jesse Jackson. He got a large Paul Simon. Well, maybe he'll
black vote in the South, picking up switch to one of those long
a chunk of delegates, which amaz- neckties that light up and show a
ed the deep thinkers of the net- naked woman.
works. But who did they expect the
Gary Hart: The last I read, his
Southern blacks to vote for - Jim- wife dropped off the campaign
my the Greek? This limited vic- trail and went home. This means
tory will permit him to go to the that Gary is on his own, left to his
Democratic convention and strut, own devices. But at this point, who
preen and talk in rhymes. And cares?

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Becky Walls has been chosen
Outstanding Murray DECA
Chapter Member of Murray Area
Vocational School.
Vicki R. Kloke has been selected
as Young Career Woman of Murray Business and Professional
Women's Club.
Murray High School Boys'
Basketball team lost to Lone Oak
in semi-finals of First Regional
High School Boys' Basketball
Tournament. High team scorers
were Barry Tidwell for Lone Oak
and Frank Gilliam for Murray.
Sandy Bibb and Glen Culp were
married March 10 at Goshen
United Methodist Church.
Hal Allbritten and Ike Allbritten

won third place in contest of National Corn .Growers Association
of Kentucky.
Twenty years ago
Kirk Johnson, Rick Wilkerson
and 'Tama Mitchell of Murray
University School took first place
with a model house illustrating
parallel wiring at Regional
Science Fair at St. Mary's High
School.
Dale Nanny, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Nanny and a junior at
Murray High School, placed second in mile event of Mason-Dixon
Indoor track Meet at Louisville.
Paducah Tilghman beat
Sysmsonia for championship of
First Regional High School

Commonwealth Comment
By Michael D. Ward

Reagan: Deficits aren't so bad Is sentencing harsh enough?
WASHINGTON AP - Leave it
to Ronald Reagan to find
something good to say about
budget deficits
For decades, Reagan has denounced the big-spending crowd in
Washington that he said was
dooming future generations to a
life of debt and penury
In his seven years in office. he
has promised repeatedly to do
something about it and blamed
Democrats in Congress for the
deficits that nevertheless
flourished
In a recent interview with Lou
Cannon of The Washington Post,
however, Reagan was reminded of
the sizable deficit he will leave
behind, and was asked:
"Do you think that this is going
to have a negative consequence on
the next generations' Is this going
to be a real burden for the
country'
Reagan's reply
"It's a burden There's no question about that. But . not the
disaster some people proclaim. .
one of the major factors in our
budget right now is the interest.
But who gets that interest? And
you find out then that a great
many institutions, universities,
educational institutions of all
kinds, that part of their endowment are government bonds 'And
so a lot of that interest is going to
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The mass slayings by the serial
murderer in Arkansas, which has
horrified the American public
recently, once again calls our attention to the question of the appropriate punishment for such
crimes
The prosecution in that case has
stated that if the defendant is found
guilty of the sixteen murders, it will
seek the death penalty.
Obviously, Arkansas still maintains the death penalty. although
like Kentucky, it has been a long
time since it has actually been carried out.
In those numerous states which
do not have the death penalty, the
most that a serial killer can receive
is life in the penitentiary.
In Kentucky, multiple killings
such as those which took place in
Arkansas, carry the death penalty.
There are numerous other "aggravating" circumstances in Kentucky under which the death penalty can be imposed. For instance a
contract killing for hire, a Murder
committed in the commission of
certain felonies, and the killing of
a correctional employee are some
of the other circumstances which
authorize the death penalty to be
imposed in this state.
Two types of killings are conspicuously absent from the death
penalty statute. One is the intentional killing of a child and the
other is a torture killing.
Most all proponents of the death
penalty agree that the killing of a
child and killing by torture are the
two most heinous crimes which can
be committed and should be
punishable by death.
Then why does Kentucky not
authorize the imposition of the
death penalty for these two types of
murders/
There is no clear aflswer to this
question. Perhaps these situsations
were simply overlooked when the
legislature first passed the death
penalty statute, and efforts to
enlarge upon it have met with
resistance from those who oppose
capital punishment for any reason
This deficiency in our law

becomes even more appalling when
one learns that in Kentucky one can
receive the death penalty for the
killing of a public official while in
the performance of their duty.
A mad killer walking onto the
floor of the State Senate and killing
a legistor making a speech can
receive the death penalty. If he
simply murders a small child sitting in the gallery with his fifth
grade class, then the death penalty cannot be imposed.
This abberation should wrankle
the conscierke of all decent thinking people.
Perhaps a manner in which the
killing of a child could be passed in
the legislature would be simply to
substitute that aggravating circumstance for that of killing a
public official. That way the opponents of the death penalty could
satisfy themselves that they would
not be enlarging the statute since
they would only be substituting one
aggravating circumstance for
another. It would also put the
legislators in a rather unseemly
light to consider their own phsical
safety above that of innocent
children.
Back to the multiple killings.
There is a growing field of
psychiatry and sociololy that is
bringing the psychological profile
of the mass murderer into sharper
focus.
With all his - and interestingly
enough, it's almost always a
man - abnormalities and eccentric
ways, the person who goes on a killing binge is not crazy At least, not
from our definition of insanity as a
criminal defense. He recognizes
that what he is doing is wrong, does
it intentionally, and also
could - with the appropriate moral
restraint - conduct his behavior
differently.
The news reports of a serial
murderer depresses us for two
reasons. First, it provokes profound sympathy and heartache for
the families of the victim. It also
reminds us that as a society, the
death penalty still seems to be the
only penalty which can vindicate
the viciousness of the crime

Basketball Tournament.
Sgt. Wayne Cordrey of U.S. Air
Force is now on his second tour of
duty in Vietnam. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Gail Cordrey of
Murray.
Thirty years ago
Murray State University Rifle
Team won its 10th victory by
defeating Arkansas State College
of Jonesboro. Members include
William Bresbalk, Larry Crabtree, Victor Powell, Jame's
Bradstetter and Charles Roberts.
Murray Knights beat Lyon
County to clinch season championship of Atomic Valley Independent
Basketball League.
Officers of Murray Council of
Girl Scouts are Mrs. Harry
Whayne, Mrs. Hugh Oakley, Mrs.
Everett Ward Outland, Mrs. John
B. Cavitt and Mrs. Laverne
Wallis.
Evelyn Bradley of Murra is
enrolled in Graduate School of
Arts and Sciences at Washington
University, St. Louis, Mo.
North Marshall beat Benton for
championship of Fourth District
High School Basketball
Tournament.

Forty years ago
A low of 23 degrees was recorded in Murray last night.
Members of cast of play, "Good
Gracious Grandma," to be
presented March 16 by Lynn
Grove High School Sophomore
Class include Clifton Coleman,
Bobby Eaker, Isabel Kelso,
Jerlene Lassiter, Janet Key, Felix
Darnell, Jackie Myers, Hurrell B.
Howard, Rachel Brandon and
Hyland Darnell.
Nellie Mae Marshall, Patty
Joyce Burkeen, Jean Futrell, Nita
Jane Allen, Mary Kathryn Smith,
Charles Starks, Franklin Jones
Euple Burkeen. Youlanda McClure, Junior Cleaver, Billy Ray
Robets and Anne Crouse are
members of cast of play, "Hi and
Sis in New York," to be presented
by Almo High School Sophomore
Class on March 12.
A.L. Bazzell was honored at a
dinner in celebration of his 78th
birthday on March 5.
Dr. F.D. Mellen spoke about
"Education As Applied to the
Whole Man" at a meeting of Murray Rotary Club at Murray
Woman's Club House.

Report
to Kentucky
SENATOR WENDELL FORD
U.S. Senate, Waslilagtosi, D.C. 2•510 •

IT'S TIME TO TIGHTEN PORNOGRAPHY LAWS
Earlier this year I joined several colleagues in cosponsoring a bill,
the Child Protection and Obscenity Enforcement Act, to tighten restrictions on the use and distribution of obscenity, pornography and
especially child pornography.
As our nation's technology advances, abuses are leading to increased distribution of obscene material. Computer referencing, cable
TV and telephone operations are aiding pornography's growth and
catering to an increasingly undesirable and often dangerous following.
Our children are being exploited as participants in pornographic
material and, on a much greater scale, as television viewers.
Studies have linked increased dissemination of pornographic
materials to child abuse, crime and other violence. We are not sure yet
just how strong the correlation is between the availability and use of
these materials and a rising ti4e of child abuse and child pornography.
But we do know that some action is necessary.
Measures called for under the Child Protection and Obscenity Enforcement Act introduced in February would strengthen existing criminal statutes and mandate further constraint on distribution of
pornographic material.
The act is divided into two sections, one to amend current law rilealing with child pornography and the other to address obscenity laws.
The measures proposed under the child pornography section would
prohibit the us. of computers to advertise children for use in sexually
explicit material or even to offer such material. It would further add
the child pornography offenses under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations statute.
The obscenity section would make it illegal to receive or possess
- with intent to distribute - obscene materials gained by interstate
commerce. Amendments would also make it illegal to broadcast obscenity on cable or subscription television and would provide the Federal and State governments with regulatory power over indecent
programming.
Further restrictions aim at keeping obscene materials off of federal lands, including military bases and Indian reservations.
And one area of inereasing alarm - dial-a-porn telephone operations - would be restricted to prohibit the transmission of obscene
messages over the phone.
Enactment of these measures under the Child Protection and Obscenity Enforcement Act would put teeth in already existing laws and
give law enforcement officials greater means to prosecute offenders.
We need to examine these and other asenues' to halt this direct threat
to our fundamental values.
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_MURRAY TODAY
DR.GOTT
Puzzled by
Homeowners coverage?

Natioriñde®
has the

solutions!
We offer a wide range
of cdverages that can
be tailored to fit the
unique needs of your
home. possessions,
family and liability according to your present
stage of life.
Bringing your home insurance coverage up-todate actually costs very
little. Call a
Nationwide' 'agent
today.

Dale Nails
The National Hotel
Suite B-100 N. 6th SI
753-2508

NATIONWIDE
INSURANCE
Nal,Onoode .5
you, 5,0e
NabWeld! Mutubi Insurance Company
Natoonwode Mutual Fore Insurance Company
Natoonwocle Lote Insurance Company
Mom* office Colvnt.j5 01.10

Peter
Gott, M.D.

Parasites cause
elephantiasis

Because this is a rare medical disorder, your daughter should be under
the care of a renologist. a non-surgical kidney specialist. To answer some
of your questions. I'm sending you a
free copy of my new Healtklieport on
KIDNEYS. Other readers who want
this information should send El and
their name and address to P.0 Box
91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be
sure to ask for the Health Report on
KIDNEYS
DEAR DR. GOTT What is a trick
knee? Since I slipped and fell a year
ago, my leg gives out during exercise.
my knee swells up and I can't walk.
My family thinks I'm overreacting
DEAR READER: -Trick knee- is a
phrase used to connote a variety of
joint disorders, all of which have a
common characteristic: instability of
the knee. Ligament damage and cartilage problems can cause pain, swelling and a -giving way" feeling.
You need to be examined by an orthopedic surgeon who will diagnose
the reason for your knee problem and
suggest treatment. Therapy runs the
gamut from strengthening exercises
to surgery designed to restabilize the
knee
I do not believe that you are overreacting to your symptoms. A speCialist
should be able to help you overcome
this troublesome handicap
,
The gross domestic product Of
Latin America increased a mere 8
percent between 1980 and 1986, ac. cording to the Inter-American
Development Bank. However,
population went up from 341
million to 394 million, or 15 percent, which means the region's
per capita income fell in the
period to $2,140 from $2.288.

Community events listed
Friday, Mach 11

Friday, March 11

Youth Mobile Lock -In is
scheduled at 5 p.m. at Memorial
Baptist Church.

Way of the Cross will be at 7
p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church.
--- Saturday, March 12
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the eastern Star will
have a potluck iupper in honor of
Judith Jackson at 6:30 p.m. at
Masonic Temple
---Amvets Post 45 at Paris Landing
will have a dance with music by
The Reaction Band starting at 8:30
p.m.

Amvets Post 45 at Paris Landing
will have a dance with music by
The Reaction Band starting at 8:30
P.m.

DEAR DR. GOTT: A relative was
recently diagnosed as haying elephantiasis of the lower extremities. Is this
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
inherited or contagious"
DEAR READER: Neither EleAccepted Masons will meet at 7:30
phantiasis is the last stage of a disp.m. at lodge hall.
ease called filariasis, in which wormy
- --parasites enter the lymph circulation
Square
and
round dancing with
and cause blockage of the lymph
music by Sharecropper will be
channels, producing legs that are
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
swollen with excess fluid. Although
Roller Rink.
rare in the United States. filariasis is
common in tropical countries, where
- --the parasite is carried by Many speMs. Nancy GWespi will perform
cies of mosquito. The disease is not inMiddle Eastern and Ethnic style
herited or spread by human-to-human
dances at 8 p.m. at Kenlake Hotel.
contact. Treatment consists of elevat---ing the legs and wrapping them with
Dick Blue of Dick Blue Public
elastic bandages. using a drug (diethRelations of Murray will have an
ylcarbamazine) and resorting to surgical removal of the worms in selectopen house starting at 5 p.m. at his
ed cases.
office inside Old National Hotel,
DEAR DR. GOTT: My daughter. 37.
Sixth and Main Streets
has been bleeding from the left kidney
for four months. The urologist told
her she had mesangial proliferation.
Clara M. Gallery in Doyle Fine
which we can't find in a medical dicArts Center and Curris Center
tionary. He also told her that she
Gallery at Murray State Universiwould bleed for the rest of her life and
ty
will close at 9 p.m. for spring
that she should come back in a year
break and reopen March 21 at 8
Is he correct? What is this disease"
a.m.
DEAR READER: Mesangial proliferative glomerulonephrias is an urpo
usual kidney ailment of unknown
cause, marked by a breakdown in the
kidney's filtration system. It causes
loss of protein and blood in the urine.
hypertension and eventual failure of
the kidney to function. Spontaneous
Local persons recently dismissed from Henry County Medical Center,
cures (without therapy) are frequent:
there is no currently accepted Paris, Tenn., include Corrine Foster and Vernon Hutson of Hazel, Lone
treatment
A. Duncan of Dexter and James H. Grooms of Puryear, Tenn.

DATEBOOK

Patients- at Paris hospital

(Cont'd ea page5)

Now you

that are all
..w°w-(11Whe
outside, all "ahhon the inside.

can look stylish
while you enjo
real comfort. with
Metaphors'. the shoc!,

Mray Ledger at Times

Jo Burkeen. editor

kletaArs

Delta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 10 a.m.
at Calloway Public Library.
---Writers' Potpourri will meet at
9:30 a.m. at Calloway Public
Library
- - -Captain Wendell Oury Chapter
of Daughters of American Revolution will have its Good Citizenship
luncheon (potluck at 12 noon at
Ellis Center.
--- Registration for players and
coaches of Murray -Calloway
County Soccer Association will be
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. in office of
old city park.
- - -Playhouse in the Park will have
a work day at 9 a.m All volunteers
and newcomers are welcome.
International students from
Murray State University _ will
demonstrate traditional dress and
share- about countries and Nancy
Gthespi will present two traditional dances at 8 p.m. at Kenlake
Hote
- --Open dance with special show
by Susan and David Nyemcheck of
Manchester, Mo.. will be from 8
p.m. to 12 midnight
os of
Thurman School of Dan
ckets
at $10 per person will be wVailable
at door
La Leche League of Kentucky
will have a mini-conference at
PArlah Hall of Immaculate Con
ception Catholic Church, Earl
ington For information call
756-1647

hoe
1116
hack

America's Cover Miss and
Cover Boy, USA Pageant wth start
at 10 a.m. at Executive Inn,
Paducah. For information call
1-615-487-2937

Originally $41.95 to $46.95
Introductory Spacial
$39.95 to $42.95
Mon.-Sat. 9:30 a.m. tab p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Olympic Plaza
759-4795

BARGAIN SHOWS•Cheri&Cine
Sat. & Sun. Afternoons
Tuesday NiteeAll Seats $2"

JUDGE REINHOLD
The cuoaborne
octiy

&

W.A.T.C.H. PRESENTS AWARD - Trainers Kim Greene, center, and
Michele Lamb, right, accept The Employer of the Month Award for
March on behalf of Wendy's from Work Activities Training Center for
the Handicapped (W.A.T.C.H.) Job Coach Patrice Klobe. Any employer
interested in the Employment Program provided by W.A.T.C.H. may
call 759-1965 for more information.

oot Tubby's
Turbo Delivery

acting
your age.

Your fresh and delicious Tubby's sandwich will come hot to your door'

Is-SI•xt Ana

viceVersa
753-5095
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Monday, Rarebit
Reservations for Murray Chns.
tian Women's Club luncheon on
Tuesday at Seven Seas should be
made by noon today with Linda
Salley, 753-8016. or Freda Lovett
753-3909
-- - Murray Hairdressers Association will meet at 7 p.m. in Community Room of North Branch of
Peoples Bank
-- -Dorothy Moore Circle of First
Presbyterian Church Women will
meet at 715 p m at home of Mrs
Ciell Peterson
- -- Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. at club house
-- - Historic Preservation Forum
will be at 4 p m at Purchase Area
Development District office.
Highway 45 North, Mayfield
- -- Brothers of Tau Kappa Epsilon
at Murray State University will
bein their 6th annual Keg Roll to
benefit St Jude Children's
Hospital. Memphis. Tenn. For in
call 759-4914
- -- Mattie Belle Hayes Circle of
First United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 9 30 a.m at
church
Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m For information call
762-6862 or 762-6851
---North Calloway Elementary
School will have its skating party
from to 8 p m at Circus Sluiting
of Murray
---Refresher Class for parents who
have attended previous prepared
childbirth classes will be at
Murray•Calloway County
Hospital
- -- AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Masonic
Lodge, 1315 Main St., Benton. For
Information call 759-4059, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753_-766
.
3
......
Events In Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1.30 p.m at
Homeplace-1850
- - -Libraries at Murray State
University will be open from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
--- Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
- -- -

1

YOURS IN JUST
2.4 WEEKS!
,. :.

• Order Any Day' ,,.

• Choose from Many

of the Year
*, V 111
'a ih ....
• Full Lifetime &S
4,_....,
Warranty
04v/0

Styles & Options
• Expert Local
Service
•

I

Tax

•2 ISel/ Submarines • 2 aktodas mem.
•2 kledlion Dribs •2 In, Orders Frei
'Kiddie Meals include sandwich, ch,oS& i
olI
valid with any other coupon Excludes Party Subs
Expires 3/31/4) •
753-5059 I

Tubb

Regisration for players and
coaches of Murray-Calloway
County Soccer Association will be
from 1 to 3 p.m in office of old city
park.

COUPON MR MN MR 111

Buy One * Get One
FREE!
'.+

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
-- -Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St., Murray, will be
open from 1 p m. to 12 midnight
For information call 753-TEEN
- - -Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Arbor Day
Celebration; LBL Eagles at 930
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m and
Muzzleloading Rifle Match at 1 30
p m. at Homepiace-1850
- - -Ohio Valley Conference Basketball Tournament will continue in
Racer Arena, Murray State
University.
- -- Classes at Murray State University will be dismissed at noon today for spring break and resume
on Marcn 21
---Legal Resources Library will be
open from 10 a.m. to 12 noon and
Waterfield Library from 9 a.m. to
12 noon at Murray State University. Pogue Library will be closed
today

Sunday, March 13
Mr and Mrs. Edward B. Glass
will be honored at an open wedding reception from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Buchanan Baptist Church. The
family requests that guests not bring gifts.
---All libraries at Murray State
University will be closed today
-- -Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include LBL Eagles at
9.30 a.m and 1:30 p.m at
Woodlands Nature Center; Iron
Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m. and Buttermaking at 2 p.m.
at Homeplace•1850.
- -- Dr. Dan M. Miller will have his
formal opening and open house
from 2 to 4 p.m. at his new medical
offices at South Eighth and Vine
Streets.
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, Chestnut Hills Shopping Center'

GOLD LANCE
CLASS RINGS
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Michelsons
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center, Murray
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(Coard from page 4)

Wilkins named to dean's list
Michael Wilkins, a junior in the College of Business and Economics at
University of Kentucky, Lexington, has been named to the dean's list for
the 1987 fall semester. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Wilkins of
Murray. Wilkins has also been named to the list of Outstanding College
Students of America, a national organization for college men and
women. It was founded for the purpose of recognizing and encouraging
superior scholarship and leadership by men and women of exemplary
character

Dorothy Moore Circle will meet
Dorothy Moore Circle of First Presbyterian Church Women will meet
Monday, March 14, at 7:15 p.m. at the home of Mrs. Clell Peterson. At
the February meeting at the home of Mrs. Olin Moore, Mrs. Alfred Lindsey presented a program on "Good News Women" written by Eunice
Blanchard Poetblg.- Mrs. 'Thomas Schellingerhout made
announcements..
HEART FUND MEETING — he Heart Fund Drive Committee of
Home Department of Murray Woman's Club nielArthe home of Anna
Stahler for distribution of materials for the fund drive being conducted
in February and March. Attending the meeting were, top photo, from
left, Irma La Follette, Charles Ross, area heart fund representative,
Cathy Robertson, Murray State University, and Mrs. Stahler,
secretary; and in bottom photo, from left, seated, LaRue redden, Edith
Noftsinger, Jimmie Lee Carmichael, standing, Mary Gertzen and Iva
Alford.

Quilt Lovers to meet Tuesday
Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday, March 15, at 6 p.m. in Annex of
Calloway County Public Library. Phyllis Miller will present the lesson
on "Using Ugly Fabric." Each one should bring assorted small scraps,
scissors and glue stick, according to Mrs. Miller, chairman, who invites
all interested persons to attend.

Program planned at Immanuel
Fourteen Lutheran students from Central Michigan University, Mt.
Pleasant, Mich., will present a special program of music on Sunday,
March 13, at 10:30 a.m. at Immanuel Lutheran Church, 15th and Main
Streets, Murray. The Rev. Jay Brigham, former pastor at Immanuel
church, is the director. A fellowship potluck will follow the service at 12
noon.

Eastern Star to honor Jackson
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will have a
special "Judith Jackson" Night on Saturday, March 12, at 6:30 p.m. at
the Masonic Temple on Coldwater Road. A potluck supper will be served. All members are urged to attend to honor Mrs. Jackson on her
birthday.

Your individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign
Ft /Ft SATURDAY, MARCH 12, 1988
ARIES
position should improve now.
(Mar 21 to Apr 19)
0144 SCORPIO
Ambitions are stimulated now and
k-t, 23 to Nov 21)
you'll be making important decisions
Others are impressed by what you
that will affect your long-range
have to say Loved ones feel closer to
prospects for sticcess. Social con
each other today Be sure to capital(acts are helpful to you
ize on the creative Inspiration that
TAURUS
COMP now
(Apr 20 to May 20)
SAGITTARIUS
You have the perfect day for a (Nov.= to Dec.21)
fie
weekend get awaySome make
You'll be pleased with today's
important decisions affecting their
business develOpments. A chance
education Cultural interests appeal comes now to improve your
income.
to you,strongly now.
Shopping is also favored. A major
GEMINI
new purchase is possible
(May 41 to June 20)
CAPRICORN
Some receive financial hacking for (Dec 22toian
19)
a business project. Partners make
-.Things go very much your way
important dectsions involving the use today. Happiness in love puts a smile
of joint assets Personal chansma is on your face Be sure
to accept
at a peak now
invitations now Some take up a new
CANCER
hobby
(June 21 to July 221
0146 AQUARIUS
Singles are likely to meet with (Jan. 20 to Feb 18)
nimantic introductions now PartnerLoved ones will want to spend
ships are happily highlighted You
more time alone with each other now
should tw receiving an invitation to a Some become involved in a human'
lovely party.
tartan project. Domestic interests are
LEO
also highlighted.
(July 23 to Aug 221
PISCES
wisp
• You're ready to branch out into (Feb 19 to Mar. 20)
new career areas opportunity it all
You'll find things are picking up for
around you now Business certainly
you socially. This is the perfect day to
mixes with pleasure now Enjoy your
meet with others for happy times.
success
Out-of-town travel is also favored
VIRGO
IF BORN TODAY you are usually
(Aug 23 to Sept. 22)
gifted in expressing yourself A career
Some of you are falling in love. In communications is ideal for you
Creative types are especially produc- You have creative talents and
can
tive now A short trip out-of-town is succeed in art and writing. You
work
fun. A better understanding is
well with groups and are a good
reached with a child.
money-maker You like large enter
LIBRA
prises in business and are somewhat
(Sept. 23 to Wt. 22)
inventive A professional career often
You'll he making important
appeals to you Birthdate of Edward
changes around the house Those
Albee, playwright, Liza Minnelli,
seeking a new place to live should singeractress, and Walter Schierl',
have luck today Your financial astronaut.

GEE

A

A

Andrus presented award

Tracy Beach Butler, formerly of
Murray. has successfully completed the Uniform Certified
Public Accountant examination on
her first sitting.
These results of the November
examination were recently released by the Tennessee State Board of
Accountancy.
She will receive her CPA Certification upon completion of the
two-year experience requirement.
Mrs. Butler is a 1987 Summa
Cum Laude graduate of Murray
State University. She was
salutatorian of her graduating
class at Calloway County High
School.
She is currently employed with
Peat Marwick Main & Co., a Big
Eight accounting firm in
Nashville, Tenn.
Mrs. Butler is the daughter of
Marlene Beach and Glen Beach of
Murray.

1° I,••

3 FREE
MOVIES
Open tit 8 Friday
& 6 Saturday
•

fa
•

younG otheort Inc.
Children's
Fashions
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of March 14 to
18 have been released by Judy
Hina, food service coordinator for
Murray City Schools, and Joanna
Adams, food service director for
Calloway County Schools
Schools in ti)e Murray City
System will only be in session on
Monday and Tuesday, while
schools in Calloway County
System will only be in session on
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. This is the annual mini.
break.
The menus are subject to occasional change because of the
availability of food or other
special occasions.
Menus are as follows:
————
MURRAY CITY
---Murray High
Mond; — ravioli casserole or
corn d :Tuesday — Hoagie or
grilled cheese. Potato bar will be
on Tuesday. French fries, pizza,
choice of fruits and vegetables,
fruit drink and milk are available
daily.
Murray Middle
Monday — burritoes w/chili or
hamburger; Tuesday — Gyro
pocket sandwich or hot ham and
cheese. Choice of fruits and
vegetables, pizza, French fries,
fruit drink and milk are available
daily.
Carter Center
Monday — ribette w/sauce or
cheeseburger; Tuesday — pizza or
pimento cheese sandwich. Choice
of fruits and vegetables and milk
are a vailable daily.

Robertson Center
Monday — hamburger or corn
dog; Tuesday — sack lunch —
peanut butter sandwich or bologna
and cheese sandwich. Choice of
fruits and vegetables and milk are
available daily.
————
CALLOWAY COUNTY
- -- Breakfast
Monday — Poptart; Tuesday —
ham and biscuit; Wednesday —
green eggs and toast. Cereal, milk
and juice are available daily.
————
Calloway High
Monday — vegetable beef soup
w/grilled cheese or chicken fried
steak: Tuesday — barbecue sandwich or lasagne; Wednesday —
chili and crackers or sliced turkey
and gravy. Pizza, cheeseburger,
salad bar, hamburgers, choice of
fruits, vegetables and desserts,
fruit drink and milk are available
daily.
Calloway Middle
Monday — cheeseburger or
vegetable soup w/grilled cheese;
Tuesday 7 corn dog or spaghetti
wi meat sauce; Wednesday — deli
ham sandwich or chicken pot pie.
Pizza, salad bar, fruits,
vegetables, desserts, fruit drink
and milk are available daily.
East, North
and Southwest
Monday — ravielo casserole or
hot dog; Tuesday — sliced turkey
and gravy or cheeseburger;
Wednesday — pizza or submarine
sandwich. Fruits, vegetables,
salads, desserts, fruit drink and
milk are available daily.

Ilitt smith 12th
*.ties infant dim

Rent 6
Movies for

,
fa
C
sci CIZSIOM 0/Y0T9

The Village
Tracy R. Butler

Hwy. 641 N.
Next to Cain's AMC Jeep (502)753.3403

"Do Some People
Rub You The Wrong Way?"
health, for weight reduction and for
weight gaining
If tired aching muscles are your
problem, therapeutic massage will
relieve them. It aides in relaxing
muscle spasms and relieves ?ter.
vous tension Therapeutic Massage
also improves muscle tone and circulation and can actually lower
your blood pressure.
Body massage is a positive value
In building a healthy vigorous body
for both men and women. It serves

as a means for enjoying more
vibrant health and for offsetting the
stress and tension of modern living.
A good. firm massage feels
great. More and more people today
are enjoying the many personal
benefits massage has to offer.
Try one soon and see for yourself.
Get more out of life — get a
therapeutic massage. At Headquarters we rub you the right way'

HEADQUARTERS
Introduces

Only

$10

Your
Therapeutic Massage
t
Specialists

Pickup Fri. bring bock Mon
Choose from over
2750 movie titles

RENTAL SALES
CENTER

I

NQw,Through April 7 r
Save 30%
On All Fabrics
40% On Blinds
& Verticals

Headquarters Family Hair Care
Center is now offering a service
very new to this area — therapeutic
massage. A service available only
in most large cities is now right
here in Murray
Who needs therapeutic massage?
Everybody. In fact, therapeutic
massage is for the young and old,
active and inactive individual. It is
a personal health service employing the use of various manipulations for the improvement of

•
•

For The Weekend
And Get

Young-at-Heart.

Murrayan passes test

• et

$895

School lunch menus sponsored by

•

•••••

Only

Dick Blue of Dick Blue Public Relations of Murray, will hold an
open
house today (Friday) starting at 5 p.m. in his office at the Old
National
Hotel building, Sixth and Main Streets. Blue invites the public
to attend

773-04105
ill%•%.t,IIj Nittrrai.

Marelle Andrus, right, was recently presented the 1987 Woman of Woodcraft award by Woodmen of the World Lodge 728. Pictured with Mrs. Andrus are Rachel Jackson, left, and Stella Hurt, Woman of Woodcraft
committee members.

••••••

Rent
a VCR for

Dick Blue's open house today '•

Frame Village
on the court square
759-985;

Betty Mollaun

Joe West

Jackie tiraham

For Appt. Call

Head Quarters

753-2286

Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-8 p.m

715 S. 12th St.
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Sunday
School Lesson

Sermons, music listed for Sunday

Various churches in Murray and
Calloway County have released information concerning their serBy H.C. Chiles
vices on Sunday, March 13, to the
Murray Ledger & Times as
Recalling that it was the custom follows:
Emperor Tiberius appointed
of the Jews to release a notorious
- - -Pontius Pilate procurator or goverprisoner at the time of the Feast of
Martin's Chapel
nor of Judea. This unjust, corrupt,
the Passover, Pilate thought that
and Good Shepherd
cruel and merciless governor
he might escape from the predicaenemies
The Rev. Bill Hart, pastor, will
wanted to please both the
ment in which he found himself by speak at 9:30 a.m. service at Marand friends of Christ. This
suggesting that he release Christ tin's Chapel United Methodist
spineless, weak-kneed pussy-footer
whom he knew to be faultless, but Church and at 11 a.m. servce at
and champion fence-straddler
the rabble disapproved strongly. Good Shepherd United Methodist
knew what he ought to do, but he
Pilate then gave the people a choice Church. Sunday School will be at
was too cowardly to do it. He tried
to carry water on both shoulders, as to which shourd be released- 10:30 a.m. at Martin's Chapel and
Christ or Barabbas, who was a at 10 a.m. at Good Shepherd.
so to speak, by adopting a "middlenotorious robber, murderer and inof-the-road" policy, but he
Eastwood Baptist
discovered that such a course was surrectionist. The cries of the
Dr. Lynn Mayall, pastor. will
fanatical mob for the release of speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. serimpossible.
Barabbas trapped Pilate in his own vices at East*Tod Baptist Church.
Matthew 27:11-17
proposal, much to his surprise and Sunday School will begin at 10
Forbidden by Roman law to inregret.
members
of
flict the death penalty,
a.m. A nursery will be provided.
the Sanhedrin rushed Christ into
'For transportation call the
Matthew 27:20-22
the presence of Pilate and demandWhen Pilate sat on the judgment church.
ed that he pronounce the death seat to try Christ, his wife sent a
Brooks Chapel
penalty on their prisoner. When
and Bethel
messenger to him with the earnest
Pilate asked the blood-thirsty ac- pleas that he not have any part in
The Rev. Eulas Greer, pastor,
cusers of Christ, "What accusation the condemnation and death of
will speak at 9:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
bring ye against this man?", they Christ, because she was convinced services at Bethel United
arrogantly refused to name the that He was innocent.
Methodist Church and at 11 a.m.
crime with which He was charged.
Astonished at the choice of the service at Brooks Chapel United
mob in asking for the release of Methodist Church. Sunday School
will be at 10:30 a.m. at Bethel and
Barabbas, Pilate was faced with
the problem of what to do with at 10 a.m. at Brooks Chapel
Asbury Congregational
Christ. Casting aside all sense of
For health
The Rev. Layne Shanklin.
justice, Pilate delivered Christ inpastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 7
insurance to
to the hands of the blood-thirsty
p.m. services at Asbury Congregamob to be crucified.
help pay
tional Methodist Mission at South
Matthew 27:35
soaring
Sixth and Maple Streets. Sunday
Before placing Christ on the School
hospital and
will be at 10 a.m. and Bible
cross, -They gave him vinegar to
Study
at
6 p.m.
surgical bills,
drink mingled with gall," with a
Kirksey Baptist
view to dulling His sensibility. Parsee me.
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor,
ched with thirst, He put this drink
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
to His lips, and, as soon as He had
services
at Kirksey Baptist
tasted it, with sublime heroism He
Call:
Church.
W.A.
Erwin will direcethe
Donald E. HenrY
refused to drink the stupefying posong
service
with Gela Edwards
Big 1Q4 N. -If,tion. He did not want His senses to
teC
be deadened as He went through • and Cindy Cossey as accomOffice
the agonies that He faced.' He panists. Sunday School wll be at 10
753-9935
wanted a clear mind as He died a.m. and Church Training at 5:45
Home
voluntarily for sinners. He refused p.m.
753-1540
Palestine Methodist
to take anything that would lessen
The
Rev.
Calvin Clark. pastor,
the horror of His death for sin and
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
sinners. Christ's executioners took
Him to the skull-shaped hill outside services at Palestine United
Methodist Church. Stanley Dunrsonai Health 1nsuranc
the city of Jerusalem, drove the
tale Far
spikes through the palms of His can will direct the song service
with Faye Childress as pianist.
hands and through His feet, lifted
up the cross and dropped it into the Sunday School with Eugene
hole in the ground with a thud, leav- Rudolph as superintendent will be
Uke a good
ing hini to suffer a lingering death at 10 a.m.
neighbor
as the blood dripped from His head,
State Farm Is there
University Baptist
hands and feet, as He bore "our
The Rev. Don Farmer, pastor,
sins in his own body on the tree." will speak at 10:45 a.m. and 16 p.m.
4414,1,
4 ,
1
4.4+0,
'And sitting down they watched services at University Baptist
him there."
Church. Sunday School will be at
9:45 a.m.
St. John Baptist
CALVARY TEMPLE
The Rev. W.E. Cheaney, pastor,
Hwy 641 S. Murray
will speak at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m.
753-7389
services at St. John Missionary
Baptist Church. Sunday School
Sunday School
10:00 A.M.
will be at 9:30 a.m and Nurturing
Worship & Praise
11:00 A.M.
at 6 p.m.
Time of Celebration
6:30 P.M.
Seventh and Poplar
Wednesday - Family Night
7:30 P.M.
John Dale,'minister, will speak
Nurs•ry S Transportation Providod
about "Lift.Up Your Eyes" with
scripture from John 4:35 at 8:30
Pastor E. F. Clore
Youth Pastor Ron Cook
and 10:40 a.m. services and about
"Restore Unto Me the Joy of Thy
"WE'RE A CHURCH THAT CARES"
Salvation" with scripture from
Psalm 51:7-12 at 6 p.m. service at
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ. Assisting will be Jerry
Bolls, Ray Karraker, Eddie
Rogers, Tom -Swatzell, Bill
Gargus, Joel Fisher, Steve J. Sim•
mons, Edgar Rowland, Richard
Duke, Jack Rose, Trent Gibson,
Alan Martin, Lonnie Furr, G
Coles, S. Steele, Max Farley, Allen
McKeel, Charles Olree and James
0. Lamb. Bible classes will start
at 9:50 A.M.

Walter's
Pharmacy

First United Methodist
The Rev. Nowell Bingham,
minister, will preside for Holy
Communion service at 8:30 a.m. in
Hale Chapel at First United
Methodist Church. At 10:50 a.m.
the Youth Club will present a
musical drama, "Moses and the
Freedom Fanatics," in the sanctuary. Cast members include Bill
Burnett, Chris Weatherly, Billy
Barksdale, Kelsey Christopher
and Richard Wilson. Church
School will be at 9:45 a.m., Senior
High UMYF and Lenten Study at 5
p.m., Parents' Task Force at 5:30
p.m. and Youth Choir at 6:30 p.m.
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev. James H. Cain, pastor,
will present the second in two part
series on "Ye have dwelt long
enough in this mount: Go in and
possess the land" from
Deuteronomy 1 in 10 a.m.
preaching/teaching session at
Lake-Land Apostolic Church. In 6
p.m. Bible study, Ladd Horn will
bring another in a series on "The
Fruitful Christian." Evangelistic
service will start at 7 p.m.
Sinking Spring Baptist
The Rev. Eddie Young, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services at Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. Lowell Key will serve as
deacon of the week. Max McGinnis will direct the music with
Sharon Furches and Laura
Paschall as accompanists. Sunday
School with John Lax as
superintendent will be at 10 a.m
Union with Eric
and
K..nott as di
or at 6 p.m
North Pleasant Grove
The Rev. Danny Holt, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service at
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. The Rev. James Garrett
will direct the song service with
Margaret Nell Boyd as pianist
Sunday School with Dayton
Lasater as director will start at 10
a.m.
Goshen Methodist
The Rev. Susan Allsop. pastor.
will speak at 11 a.m. service at
Goshen United Methodist Church
Lennis Hale will be lay assistant
and Ronnie Hutson will be in
charge of children's chaurch. Randall Watts will direct the music
with Carolyn Pool and Donna
Parker as accompanists. Also
Audra Todd, Eric
assisting will
Villaflor. David Lawrence and
Charles Palmer. Sunday School
will begin at 10 a.m and Bible
Study at 6:30 p.m.
Westside Baptist
The Rev Glynn Orr, pastor. will
speak at 9 and 1050 a m. and 6
p.m. services at Westside Baptist
Church. Stacy Vandyke will sing a
solo at 9 a.m. At 1050 Lu Farmer
will sing a solo and the Church
Choir will sing "In the Name of
The Lord" with Tommy Scott as
director. A duet by Tommy and
Susie Scott and a selection by the
choir will be at 6 p.m Accompanists are Kathy Ligon, Patsy
Neale and Susie Scott Sunday
School will be at 10 a m
First Presbyterian
The Rev Thomas Schellingerhout, pastor. will speak about
"The Gospel According to Jesus"
with scripture from Luke 4:16-30
at 10:45 a.m. service at First
Presbyterian Church. Anne Lough
will direct the choir with Alida
Graves as organist. Church School
will begin at 9 30 a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
The Rev Chester P Culver,
pastor, will speak about "The

Watch

VideoEstates
Formerly Uncle Jeff's
Discount Pharmacy
has moved to their new location
at

(Beside Benson Sporting Goods)

Saturday Mornings
at 10:30
on Cable Channel 34

"Your records and prescriptions
have moved with us"
*Same Low Prices and

Real Estate Listings
Provided Each Week By:

519 South 12th St.

Thief: The Man Who was Saved
While Dying" at 11 a.m. service
and about "Don't Settle For One
Without the Other" at 6:30 p.m.
service at Poplar Spring Baptist
Church. Terry Byerly will direct
the music with Louise Short and
Tonya Wells as accompanists. At
evening service, special music
will consist of excerpts from
musical. "Amazing Grace," to be
presented on Sunday morning,
Mach 27, at the church. Sunday
School with Marty Futrell as
director will be at 10 a.m. and
Church Training with Ken Borgarding as director will be at 5:30
p.m.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, pastor,
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 5:30
p.m. services at Grace Baptist
Church. James Rose will serve as
deacon of the week. The Church
Choir wit sing "Master, The
Tempest Is Raging" at morning
hour and "something Happened
On that Mountain" at evening
hour. Amy Downey and Tracy
Tefft will sing a duet at evening
service. Leland Peeler will direct
the music with Dwane Jones,
Anita Smith and Susan :lopes as
accompanists. Sunday School with
Kyle Evans as director will be at
9:45 a.m.
St. John's Episcopal
The Holy Eucharist, Rite 1. will
be celebrated at 8 and 10:30 a.m.
On the fourth Sunday in Lent at St.
John's Episcopal Church. Fr. Andre Trevathan will be celebrant
and preacher. Assisting will be
Frank Blodgett, lay reader, and
Barbara Malinauskas and Barbara Ahlenius, lectors. .
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons.
will speak at 10:50 a.m and
services at Memorial Baptist
Church. His morning sermon will
be about "The Altar of Sorrow...The Well of Joy" with scripture from Hebrew's 121-3 Fred
Stalls, deacon of the week, Fred
Hart and Oatman Farley Will
assist. Milton Gresham will direct
the music with Margaret Wilkins
and Brenda Hart as accompanists.
The Sanctuary Choir will sing
"Saints Bound for Heaven" at
morning hour The ladies' Choir
will sing "Near to the Heart of
God" at evening hour. Sunday
School will be at 9.40 a m and
Church training at 6 p m
Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. David Brasher. pastor.
will speak at 11 a m and 6 -45 p m
services at Elm Grove Baptist
Church. Don Smith will direct the
music with Glenda Rowlett and
Teresa Sutter as accompanists
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m
and Church Training and Junior
Choir at 6 p.m.

SHIP All YOUR PACKAGES HERE
Package Express Center Inc. UPS
Airborne Express

1

FREE DELIVERY • 753-7688
•

Bel-Air Center

•

11

James 11. ('ain

1 The golden rule is of no use to you whatever unless you realize
that it is your move.
2. The acid test of intelligence is its ability to cope with
unintelligence.
_
3. The wise man does not lay up treasure The more he gives to
others, the more he has for his own
4. Self confidence has always been the first secret of success
5. Common sense in an uncommon degree is what the world calls
wisdom
6 A man is rich in proportion to the number of things which he
can afford to let alone
7 It's the title things that vex us
As through this life we go
We can walk around a boulder
But a pebble stubs our toe

Re-Opening
March 1 2th
Breakfast

Served Anytime
7 Different Plate Lunches
26 Different Sandwiches
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
Boneless Fillet
•Seafoods
*Country Ham

Kopperud Realty
Roberts Realty

'Prime Beef Steaks
*Chicken
•Barb-0

Lots Of Spocials This Saturday I Sunday

The Ky. Lake Lodge Restaurant

CABLE
VLSI•N

Walters Pharmacy

Immanuel lAitheran
The Rev Clarence W Helmich.
pastor. will speak about "A Saving
Look" with scripture torn
Numbers 21 - 4-9 at 10:30 a.m seevice at Immanuel Lutheran
Church Special music will be by
:Velebration Singers" from Central Michigan University; Mt
Pleasant. Mich.. with the Rev. Jay
Bigharn as director Assisting will
be Ivan Schwarm, Jim Jones, Jennifer Jones and Nicole Jedan Sunday School and Bible Class will be
at 9.41 a.m and potluck luncheon
at noon
ni versity Church of Christ
Charley Bazzell. minister, will
speak at 10 a m and 6 p m services at University Church of
Christ. Assisting will be Ernie
Bailey. Sam Parker. Richard
Smith, Robert Hendon. John Nanny, Rob Gingles. Guy Spann. L.A
Rowland. Bob Melugin. Cecil
Like, Hoyt Like. Murrell Goheen,
Webb Caldwell. Ron Nelson, Steve
Combs and Doron (laiborne Bible
classes will be at 9 a m

FROM THE
PLATTER
1
PARSON'S
v, SCRAPBOOK
i---rt

Friendly Setvice
Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
MTG Real Estate

Hazel Baptist
The Rev. James T. Garland,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and
6:30 p.m. servces at Hazel Baptist
Church. Gene Orr Miller will
direct the music with Gwyn Key
and Oneida White •as accompanists. Sunday Schoorwith Joe B.
Adams as director will be at 9:45
a.m. and Church Traihing with
Charles Overcast as director will
be at 5:34p.m.
South Pleasant Grove
The Rev. Bob tootson, pastor,
will speak about "Religion: The
Old Fashioned Way - You Earn
It" with scripture from Luke
18:11-12 at 10:45 a.m. service at
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. The Choir,
directed by Truman Whitfield with
Tommy Gaines and Kathy Erwin
as accompanists, will sing an anthem, "Awakening Chorus.
Assisting will be Jane
Cat.hran,Myrtle Cooper, Wanda
bro, Joyce Gordon. Richard
tt, Bobby Hill, Hazel Lee
and Michael Parks. Sunday
I will be at 9:45 a.m.,- Care
G
at 5 p.m and Choir Practive 5:30 p.m.
First Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood. ptr-stor, will
speak at 10:45 a.m setvice and
Brian Cole will speak at 7 p.m. service on Youth Sunday at First
Baptist Church. Assisting will be
Bobby Malone, deacon of week.
R.P. Hodge. Scott Rose, Jason
Groppel, Angie Herndon, Beth
Henninger and Laura Jones. The
Youth Choir with Vicki Woods and
Lisa Rickman as pianists will sing
"Knowing You" at morning hour
Chris Edwards will play the
trumpet.' Angie Herndon and
tamara Outland will play a piano
offertory Sunday School wit be at
9: 30 a. m and Church Training at 6
p.m.

753-5005

Hw

68 & 80

Open 7 Days A Week
5 a m to 8.30 p.m

Aurora

Liz Oliver, far left, and Ramona Parrish, third from the left, receives
their awards by Assistlint Superintendent for Calloway County Schools
Johnny Bohannon and Woodmen of the World Youth Leader Colleen
Anderson.

Woodmen of the World Held Representative Robert Duncan and ('('HS
official John Bohannon present safe driving awards to: Judy Black,
Jewel Dunn,Judy Lamb, William Miller and Sue Thweatt. Also pictured
is Jim Crick, WY% field representative.

Calloway County bus drivers earn
awards from locale Woodmen group
The school bus drivers are an integral part of the program in the
Calloway County School System.
They are one of the major components of the school safety'
program.
Recently. the Woodmen of the.
World gave awards to those bus
drivers with 10 years of service
without an accident and also to
those bus drivers with five years
of service without an accident.
The following bus drivers received awards.
East Calloway Elementary
School — Liz Oliver. 10 years: and
Ramona Parrish. 10 years.
North Calloway Elementary
School — Judy Black. 10 years;
Jewel Dunn. 10 years; Judy Lamb.
10 years. William Miller. 10 years:
and Sue Thweatt, five years.
Southwest Calloway Elementary School — Mavis Murdock. 10
years. Margarette Enoch. 10
years; Lavona Futrell. five years.
Even though these were the ones
who receiveid awards, they are
Just a sample of the fine quality of
bus drivers serving the children of
Calloway County schools, corn•
mented school officials

Buses present a concern for all
citizens in the community. We
would like all citizens to be awart
of buses on the roads, especially
when they are stopping to pick up
or drop off students. The contribution these bus drivers make to the
community and safety of our
students is invaluable, school officials said.

Mavis Murdock and Lavona Futrell, second and third from left, receives
their awards from John Bohannon, far left, and Fraternal Coordinator
for Woodmen of the World Mark Anderson. Margarette Enoch is not
pictured.

Fifth grade students at Murray
Middle School will be able to enroll
in special afterschool class on
health and hygiene designed
specifically for their age group.
To begin March 22, the class will
\meet for one hour on Tuesday
afternoons for six weeks. Boys and
girls will meet separately for
some sessions.
The class was planned with the
assistance of the Murray Calloway County 1-19spital.
"We're very grateful for the
hospital's willingness to contribute their expertise in this
way," said Jean Bennett, who
coordinates the afterschool program for the city schools.
Hospital personnel involved as
instructors include: Dr. Clegg
Austin, Gayle Cornelison, the
hospital's director of social services: and nutritionists Teresa
Harper and Suzanne Seeley.
Also assisting are nurses: Nancy Orr, Carol Perlow, Janet
Bourne, and Lisa Ray, as well as
Karmel Stewart of C.H.A.M.P.
Among the topics to be covered
are.: skin problems, nutrition,
weight control, general
physiology, adolescent changes,
the reproductive system. communicable diseases, and body
safety.
The content and organization of

the course will be outlined for'
parents at a special evening session on Mar. 8.
We believe this course is particularly timely in the light of recent decisions at the state level
regarding sex education in the
schools," said Bennett.
Although legislation that would
require courses in sex education
have not yet been approved, the
Kentucky House recently passed a
bill calling for each school district
to develop curriculum for instruction on human reproduction and
the prevention of sexually
transmitted diseases.
"This afterschool program is a
pilot project for our school
system," Bennett said. "If it is
successful, we would like to offer
it again, perhaps for other age
groups."

With Each $15.00 Purchase
Excluding Milk, Tobacco and
Drinks On „Special

•2-speed motor
•1-year warranty
•5-bla de fan
•Built-in light
•30 wide
•Airnond only

$35
Vented

Village Shopping Center
(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)

For The Second Year in A Row!
We've Been
Recognized for
Outstanding Customer
Satisfaction!

Lfge Bar-B-0 Sandwic.,

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045
Being awarded the 1987 President's Award means that-for
the second consecutive year Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury has
been rated as one of a select few Ford Motor Company dealers
nationwide providing outstanding customer satisfaction. Who
says so? None other than our customers themselves!
On surveys sent to our customers rating all areas of our
dealership, they gave us high scores for the second year in a
row. We are very proud of this award....especially because our
customers have recognized our efforts to deliver top quality
vehicles and to back them with courteous, competent, cbnvenient and satisfying service.

5 HP Rear Tine Tiller

Thank you, customers!
Rest assured we intend to continue this same high level of

With counter-rotating tines

customer satisfaction throughout 1988 and the years ahead.

• Briggs G Stratton engine
•Power reverse
• 12" tines/17" till path
• /-position depth stake
• Adjustable handles
•Safety start/stop
tine control
•2-year limited warranty

Complete customer satisfaction has
been at the heart of Parker FordLincoln-Mercury since the dealership
was founded 60 years ago.
Our growth has been the result of
repeat business, and that's been our
focus through the years — satisfying
our customers. Longevity is our
greatest strength. People trust us, and
this has built for us unquestioned loyalty and long-time, cherished customer
relationships.
And, for this, we are most grateful.
-

10\

Joe Parker

John Parker

David I'ark'r

West Kentucky and West Tennessee's Oldest
Volume Dealer

Parker
Hours: 7:30-6:00 Monday Through Friday, 7:30-5 Sat.

Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-4110

(502) 753-5273

Murray, KY 42071
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Student gets 'Paducah Sun' scholarship
Jame Stephen of Neptune, N.J.
a junior at Murray State University, has been awarded The
Paducah Sun Minority Scholarship for the 1988-:,
!academic year.
She will receive $2,000 to assist

her in pursuing a degree in
journalism.
A volunteer for the campus
newspaper and television station,
Mrs. Stephen is enrolled as a
military science student working

aturday Only!

CLEANP
SWEE

March 12th

Men's
Tailored
Slacks

'1 2
"

Reg. $1775

Sale

*Open Mon -Sat. 9-5 *Visa-MC Accepted

Wholesale Stores Inc.

toward a commission of second
lieutenant in the Army. She is a
member of the Army Reserve and
the Martial Arts Club.
She is the recipient of the Army
ROTC Scholastic Achievement
Award and was nominated for an
Outstanding Young women of
America Award in 1987.
Kim Hill of Louisville, a junior
journalism radio-television major, was awarded the scholarship
for 1987-88. A volunteer writer for
the campus television station, she
is also a residence hall adviser and
a member of the concert choir.
Her parents are Walter and
Pearlean Hill of Louisville.
Established because of a shortage of minority students entering
journalism, the scholarship is
funded with $2,000 awarded annually by The Paducah Sun. Recipients must be minority students,
possess a minimum grade-point
average of 2.75, and be persons of
intergrity and good citizenship.
Scholarship recipients will also
be summer interns at The
Paducah Sun for up to 13 weeks.

East South & 5th Sts.
Mayfield, Ky.

247-2757

TUCK'S
7:30-5:30 MON-FRI
SAT 7:30-3:00
COMMODES
COUNTER TOPS
DOORS &

PANELING Hwy. 45 1 Mi. S.
Martin, TN
(100 PATTERNS)

9011587-3000

Shingles
#1 CELOTEX

DOOR-UNITS

DOOR KNOBS

*••
LEADED
GLASS
DOORS

19 95/6q

EXTERIOR SIDING
FAucrrs
FIBERGLASS
BATH TUBS
KITCHEN CABINETS

Tub/Shower

43•

ow
PANELING
PARTICLE BOARD
PLYWOOD
SINKS
TUB KITS
vANrnEs
VINYL FLOOR
COVERINGS
WAFER BOARD

Murray High teacher .Allyson Steffen, standing, helps students in a recent
classroom project.
Civilization classes take part in the Foundation's mini-grant entitled Newsweek Education Steffen's World
Program. in this
program, students use Newsweek magazines to aid them in seeing the relevant*
of current news events and
how they relate to world civilization. The students are, from left: Bruce Amburgey
, Hope Carlin and Franshawn Blanton.

Revenue receipts Foundation of Excellence to award mini-grants
up 11.7 percent
Tired of the same old lesson plan
A total of $3,000 has been set well-planned project
and materials?
Teachers in the Murray Independent School system will
have an opportunity to move out of
the daily repetition and put their
creative ideas into practice The
Murray Independent School Foundation for Excellence in Public
Education will, for the second
year,,-award mini-grants to the
teachers in the school system

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
General Fund revenue receipts
totaled $252.7 million in February,
an 11.7 percent increase over tk
same month a year ago, according
to figures released by the Finance
Cabinet today.
The largest increase took place
in receipts from the individual income tax, in part because of a
delay in processing returns in
January.
Receipts for the fiscal year have
increased by 5 percent over fiscal
1987. The General Fund must take
In 5.2 percent more in 1988 than
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP } —
last year to meet budget Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has acrequirements.
cused the Lexington Herald Several other major taxes that Leader of "badgering" a
Georgia
make up the General Fund also in- prosecutor to say his college book
creased in February. Sales and company bought textbooks it knew
use tax receipts grew, but by only or should have known were stolen
1.7 percent. Coal severance tax
In his first comments on thcsubreceipts, which had been slow ject during an informal makting
because of the dull coal industry. with several reporters on ThursIncreased by 6.3 percent.
day, Wilkinson said his Wallace's
College Book Co. had done nothing
wrong.
"It was nothing more than simply a Herald-Leader reporter in
Georgia badgering everybody,
and I quote the detective from
down there, badgering everybody
all day long," Wilkinson said,
referring to reporter Kit Wagar.
who wrote the article.
The Herald-Leader reported last
Saturday that Thomas Charron,
Cobb County, Ga.. district at-

aside from the Foundation budget.
Ten grants at $300 each will be
awarded on a competitive basis.
The grants will be chosen by a
selection committee and announced at the Board -Teacher
Breakfast in May
Acceptable budget items include: materials, supplies, equipment, field tnp transportation,
and lecturers that are a part of a

Applications are made very
simple to encourage teachers to
apply. The Murray Foundation
believes that public schools need
money to test new ideas, and this
is one way to accomplish that
Donations to the Foundation are
tax deductible Anyone wishing —
additional informition should contact the Murray Independent
School Board Office_

Wilkinson accuses 'Herald-Leader* of badgering

t--

cust
door shop

10 Day Sell Off!
Ove

Wilkinson also complained
Thursday that the Herald-Leader
gave front-page play to the initial
story but buried a follow-up story
on a section front inside the paper
On Monday the FBI in
Louisville said in response to
another newspaper's report that it
was not investigating Wallace's in
connection with the theft operation
because the bookstore was a
'victim"
In the follow-up story. ''The FBI
came out and said look. somebody
is trying to give this firm a black
eye. there's nothing to it, they're
not under mrstigation."
son said
The FBI did not comment on the
merits of the case or on the investigation being conducted by
state and local officials in Georgia
of the book thefts

11,,cg!I

r 25 styles to choose from
Under *399.00!

All Bedroom Suites
Reduced For This Sale!
10 DAYS ONL Y!!!

torney. had filed legal papers saying that Wallace's knew that
$106,00 worth of books it had
bought from Holmes Book Co
were obtained illegally
The company immediately
denied the allegation. Wilkinson contended that the
Georgia{-frosecutor included the
allegation against his company in
court documents only to confiscate materials pertinent to the
investigation of Holmes. allegedly
a cover for a multistate book theft
operation
But Charron has told the Herald.
Leaderthat "the allegation was
made in good faith and we can
back it up " He said that Wallace s
was the only company that dealt
regularly with two people arrested
In connection with the thefts, and
their relationship was a central
part of his investigation

$298"

Es

01 :OPAE

MirIpoul

Refrigerator

Mattress Pads
6998

.
10.,

Model
ICTIIINKX
18 0 CU

t/

Refugeral
Freezer

Sheet
Sets $2498

Two Piece
Roils
$ 1 298

$338"

Every Waterbed Includes:
'Full Flotation Mattress
'Solid Pine Pedestal
'Fill & Drain Kit
'Water Conditioner

*Frame
•Decking
*Heater
'Safety Liner

Build-A-Bed)
Kits

$5,95

• r Au.omaacC•ol•a•Mhoor Temp Control we,
Nash Row Options • 2 Wawa
LINOS • Easy
loar, I ,rm FAIN

• Provn.on tor Opoonsi •CEMAGIC • Auto,,•I•
‘.1.4akef•P+3 1.r.9••rernt Te•hood Steel Doors•
,•••• throw"
,Gnaws and Meal Pa
,Coven;

Mitip
‘
m Microwave
Oven
Modoi
MW8500xS
Aoth MICROCOMPUTER

,

•

touch
control

Drawer Pedestals
$8800a UpMainut Finish

Open: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. & Sun. 1:30-5 p.m.
MEM]
vrs,4

Most,C out

32562*
Whirlpool **WM I.LanieXANENactric Dryer
*large load C8(313011/ •4 D•Vng CYCIOS •
Temperature Sethngs •Tough DURAWHIT
Intent:of • Rush-to-Start Buttoe *Special V',
Sethog •F.1,9 repo I

‘0
°E)CRAFT
E/"
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"The Complete_ Bedroom Store"

Murray, Ky.

759-4522

• Easy set

Whirlpool Mode Chiwat Freer*,•9 0
cuS Slo•iir CODE',•51••• 35 W•111
•'vow, •
.
CI•%O• and Slo•• Bash*,

r

U

•

PI).P,S •• 0/11,,,61

• In US* 1:11•0,0irernmong• • LIM@ 1 3
tapioca.
,• Balanced Wave Cociaing,Sys

lem

•.••••••••

5% Above Dealer Cost On All Appliances, TV's
& VCR's In Stock
'These Prices Do Not
Include Delivery

Chestnut Hills

.
1 1 1••••• 051•111■115 1.1.500,
‘
0"...154.
‘•••51•, 0.•0
•••••••••• 15 Cro•• OP•nn•.5-5•1on• A•m•••••• C••••
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'Financing Available WI
90 Days Same As Cash

•Financing Subject To
Credit Approval

JONES GOODYEAR
721 S. 12th
753-0595
Owned & Operated by Larry & Connie Jones
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Marion-based company unveils desulfurization
efforts

HERRIN, Ill
‘P) — A
Southern LIlinois research company touted a technique it contends will cheaply and efficiently
remove sulfur from coal at a conference it sponsored.
Marion-based Malin Research
Corp. discussed what it calls the
Malin Process, a two-step approach that removes ''pyritic"
and "organic" sulfur — the most
troublesome forms of the element
— from coal.
The Malin method, discovered
early last year, involves the use of
hydrogen and selected chemicals.
State Sen. Glenn Poshard, D.
Carterville, who addressed the
conference Thursday, said the
method could help put an

estimated 10,000 unemployed Illinois coal miners back to work.
Company officials, who have applied for a patent, say it will be at
least a year before the Malin Process could be widely used.
When news first broke about the
Malin method, Taylor Pensoneau
of the Illinois Coal Association offered a word of caution, saying
he's heard similar claims before.
"In the past, very little has
come out of any f these many
similar announcements," Pensoneau said.
"But I want to add that all of us
in the coal industry are willing to
look at anything that would help
solve our problems," he said.
Environmentalists believe that
sulfur released into te atmosphere

Federal grand jury levies indictment
on former Hickman bank cashier
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP — A
federal grand jury has indicted a
former assistant cashier of a
Hickman County bank on charges
of misapplying $307,255 of the
bank's funds.
The grand jury charged that
Charles Carter of Arlington
misapplied the funds through
seven transactions while
employed at the First National
Bank of Clinton.
The indictment, issued Tuesday,
covers a period between March

and November 1983.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Haney
Jones III said that Carter allegedly invested the bank's money on
behalf of his private investment
club.
Jones said the money was
returned to the bank but the investment club earned nearly
$20,000.
Jones said Carter allegedly
falsified bank records to conceal
the transactions, which were
discovered through an audit.

through coal burning causes acid
rain.
"We feel with the Malin Process, we'd like to leave the environment a little cleaner than
how we found it," said Philip J.
Sawyer, the company's chairman
of the board.
The daylong conference attracted some 220 coal industry officials and a handful of local
legislators.
According to the company, the
Malin Process can reduce the
sulfur level in coal to .25 percent
or less — well within federal clean

Investigators will travel to
Frankton on Monday to meet with
the state fire marshal and discuss
findings at the Ellis Grain Co.
elevator, which exploded Jan. 15,

according to Lt Mike Medcalf of
the Henderson Fire Department

Medcalf said investigators on
Wednesday checked the basement
tunnel of the elevator, where they
found evidence confirming their
belief that the fire spread from one
headhouse to another through the
area.

in an operating mine.
The sulfur content of raw
Midwestern coal, about 4 percept,
has made it an unattractive commodity compared tith cheaper,
more efficient fuel!'like natural
gas.
Conventional methods of coal
desulfurization have proven too
costly for widespread use.
The company said an independent engineering consultant
recommended by the Electric

Power Research Institute completed a feasibility study of the
technique and found its costeffectiveness to be "very, very
good."
It can reduce ton of coal to .85
percent sulfur for $3.60, and down
to .50 percent sulfur for $43.80, according to the study.
"If this process is what we need,
everything within our power will
be done to support it," Poshard
said.

EVERY SAT. and SUN. 'TEL NOON

Country Ham Breakfast
Only.

2.65

/
1
2 order country ham,
two eggs, home fries,
toast or biscuits and gravy.

*Check For Our Weekly Dinner Specials!

1 HOMEPLAC.E FAMILY RESTAURANT
759-1864

1988 Silver Shadow, 1900 miles,
automatic, tilt, cruise, AM-FM,rear defroster

Murray Nissan
Chrysler Dodge

604 S 1 2th St

753-7114

FREE PREVIEW!

'
>Explosion reportemay be released
HENDERSON, Ky. AP — A
final report on the cause of a grain
elevator explosion here that killed
three men may bi%:
isued early
next week, officials
d

air standards of .6 percent to 7
percent.
Major coal companies supplied
Malin with raw coal samples from
mines in Illinois, Indiana. Kentucky, West Virginia and
Wyoming.
In all samples, the company
said, its process dramatically
reduced the amount of sulfur in
the coal.
But Malin has tested the method
only in a "mini-unit" form, which
handles only 10 pounds of coal an
hour. The process has yet to be
tested with the tonnage produced

The SHOWTIME Starpower Free Preview
is coming this weekend from
Murray Cablevision!

Hog market report listed
roderul Malin 111.1./Snl
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THE ACES ON BRIDGE.

BOBBY wOlF

"Absence of ocrupation is not rest.
A mind quite vacant is a mind
distressed
William Cowper

NORTH
I. 11 A
•J 10 7 2
•Q8 2
•9 7 5
•A 53
WEST
EAST
South gets an early opportunity •4
•5
•9 7 6 5 3
for a discard in today's slam How- •A J 10
•Q J 1082
ever. unless he is disciplined enough •4
to postpone the option, the slam is •K Q 10 9 8 7 4 2 4 J 6
SOUTH
destined to go down
•A K Q 9 8 6 3
If dummy's club ace wins the first
•K4
trick, what should South discard' If
•A K 6 3
he discards a low heart, he can later
4 - discard a diamond on dummy's Vulnerable North -South
heart queen. hut die defenders get a Dealer South
heart and a diamond If he discards The bidding
West
a diamond instead. West captures a South
North
East
5•
5•
heart honor with hts ace and the de- 2
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
fenders still collect one trick in each 6•
opening lead Club king
red suit
BID WITH THE ACES
To make the slam, South must refuse to win dummy's club ace im3-1I-e
mediately. rutting the club lead in- South holds •5
•9 7 6 5 3
stead He draws trumps in one
•Q J 10 8 2
rounand then leads a low heart to•J6
ward dummy's queen West is now
trapped If he ducks, dummy's
North South
queen wins and the heart king goes
3•
on the club ace The defenders then
get only one diamond. giving South
ANSWER: Six diamonds The oppo12 tricks
nents are virtuall,, guaranteed to be
If West takes his heart ace on the
able to score a small or grand slam.
first lead, the result is the same
Force them to guess at a very ,high
South then enjoys two discards, one
level
on the heart queen and the other on
the club ace
Send bridge
ns to The Ares, PO Hos
It's usually a good idea to discard 12363. Italian.questio
Texas 75225. Mith self addressed
losers, but only at the right time to stamped envelope for reply
help the overall plan
CopvrIpSt Illeg I'nand
Fostury brndirale

WHY WAIT
0°
2.1
0
én
FOR YOUR
itat00
pl0
Ow
0 TAX REFUND
WHEN YOU CAN
GETYOUR MONEYFAST!

0

Use Harit Block's Rapid Refund Program.
Ws available whether H&R Block prepares
your tax return or not.

ITS FAST!

THE SHOWTIME
STARPOWER WEEKEND
FREE PREVIEW
Its a tree look at the great new programming
coming your way on SHOWTIME STARPOWER
WEEKENDS

-movies you won t find on HBO'—not this
month. not this year

During the FREE SHOWTIME STARPOWER
WEEKENDS PREVIEW. you'll see exclusive hit

SHOWTIME WEEKENDS are starpowered with
exclusive'blockbuster entertainment And this
one is FREE'

Friday, March 11

Saturday, March 12

Sunday, March 13

7:00 Ruthles6 People

7:00 Star Trek IV
The Voyage Home
9:00 Motown''
s on SHOWTIME
Michael Jackson
10 00 Raw Deal

7:00 Tough Guys
900 Crocodile Dundee

9:00 'It's Garry Shandling's
Show"
9.30 Super Dave
10 00 Top Gun

Dixieland Shopping Center 753-9204
Open 9-6 weekdays 9-5 Sat.

smarm ,5 a

Imre nadIrwl

Sroareenv lame Csrprin
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Or, ,4sr

911.3.113S. Vlsu Crump

II? rats me 'Winne m %Pore! Pllo
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Catch it all this weekend on
CABLE CHANNEL 42!
Order SHOWTIME During Our Starpower Weekend
and Save $10.00 On Installation.

H&R BLOCK

For more details or to see if you qualify call FidtR

SHOWTIME

Block now.

Bel-Air Center

CABLE
VISTeN

753-5005
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Dr. Robert Usher from Murray State University is shown presenting a
lesson to fourth graders at Southwest Elementary. Students in Mrs.
Walker's class have been studying the Rocky Mountain states under the
direction of Sara Manion, their student teacher. Dr. Usher shared with
the class his experiences in the Rocky Mountains where he has a vaca.
tion home. Students have made maps,flags, pictures. reports and listened to special guests as a part of their study of this region of our country.

Bryan Burgess, a fifth grader from North Elementary, shared his collection of animal furs with Mrs. Humphries' class recently. Bryan, his
father, and grandfather had trapped and skinned these animals from the
Calloway County area. The collection of furs included muskrat, beater,
raccoon, bobcat, badger, mink and fox.

Emily Barnett leads the afternoon kindergarten group in a "spelling
cheer."

Unconventional method used to teach
Writing to Read program which
Pony tail bouncing, shakers
began at East this year.
gyrating. a perky little
Each child was given the opporcheerleader led the assembly in a
familiar chant. Except this scene tunity to lead the group in a cheer
did not take place in a school gym- for the work of his choice. With all
nasium, but rather in Mrs. Rose's the exuberance befitting a pep ralkindergarten classroom at East ly they called for the appropriate
Elementary: and the letters re- letters — "Give me a C! Give me
quested did not spell a lcoal an A! Give me a T! What've you
got? Cat" was the unanimous
team's name.
This rather unconventional response from the eager parmethod was used to reinforce the - ticipants as the next cheerleader
cycle words introduced in the prepared to take a turn.

Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County School
District and edited by the staff of the Ledger ,t Times. Please direct
your questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).

The first-grade students of Robertson Elementary recently enjoyed a
visit from dentist, David Fitch in observance of Dental Health Month.
Dr. Fitch talked about teeth and proper dental hygiene. Pictured with
Dr. Fitch are, left to right, Patrick Thornton, Rikki Ann Hill, Trevor
Penine, Matt Cross, Teka Maxwell and Cass). McNutt.

Murray Middle School guidance counselor Mar) Jane littleton skited
Mrs. Mowery's fitth-grade reading class and described ho% she made
the clay pot she is holding. The class had just read about master potter
Marla Martinez, whose work Mrs. Littleton has seen in museums. After
the presentation, the class tried making coil pots and pinch pots with
modeling clay. Pictured are Grant Bennett. Kenneth Lannom, Joseph
Beane. Mrs. Littleton, James Curtis and Quintina Ballard.

Fourth graders are hard at work designing an electromagnet in science
class. The students used a battery. copper wire 14 rsp pr d around an iron
nail, and a closed circuit to make their electromagnets. The students
discoxered that.thev.could pick up paperclips and other metal objects
with the nail ;hen
is•iiipassed through the circuit. Students in
the first two groups are (front row) Wesley England, Matthe% James,
Melissa Felgenhauer, .Asitiee Turner. Ryan ke, and Brandon McCo.
Back row: Wend) I3ebber, Crystal Hertel. Leann Bramlett. Matt„Cox,
Stephanie Holland.(nmmie Blalock, Josh Wilson and Michael Pa4hall:

Ir

_
Kylie Johnson. Josh Taylor, Michael Scott, Kevin Holland, Tina Wyatt,
Dolly Bogard and John McConnell listen to instructions on the making of
an electormagnet. This activity was under the direction of Sara Manion,
student teacher, and Manda lialker.

COUPON

Paducah's Only REAL ITALIAN PIZZA:

We treat heart transplants.
Leaving behind remembered places and
familiar. faces is one of life's toughest
realities. You feel so lbst and lonely in
strange new surroundings. You're bean
sick.
If you have just moved to Murray and
are trying to settle into a new life, here's a
thought. What better place to begin than
with a sympathetic, concerened church,
family?

The First Christian Church (Disciples
of Christ) has a program for nearly
everyone of every age and interest. The
only thing we don't have that we should is
you. But that can be remedied quite
easily. Your new life can begin nest
Sunday when you join us in worship
services.
Together we can get to the heart of your
'problem.

2 LARGE 16" PIZZAS
2 TOPPINGS rtrem110,c,igie/iz'a
2(1) LITER PEPSI

1
k I p )yi
crirec 1 11

The First Christian Church

I
3 LOCATIONS
1
Kentucky, 125 S. 3rd St. 1
Oaks Mau Bet Broadwo&Kentuct I

North of the square on Fifth Street

Central Shopping
Center
Murray

Dr. David C Hoos, Minister

759-9600 442-1212 442-9500 _Iu

Na,

Amish

jam
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OUTDOOR LIFE
By the Associated Press
When you start a child fishing,
fill your tacklebox with time and
patience, but don't expect to fill
your creel.
There are some special things
you need to do" on that first
fishing trip, says Sharon Coe, executive director of the Future
Fisherman Foundation, Spirit
Lake, Iowa.
You need to make the first
fishing trip with the children a trip
to teach them how to fish, not to go
fishing yourself. It's to be a learning experience. Go with that
understanding. You have to take
along a lot of patience. You have
to go expecting problems," she
says.
-If they get their line tangled,
show them how to untangle it,
don't just do it for them. If they get
hung up, show them how to free
the line. Don't get upset with
them. Don't plan to go all day."
Make the fishing part of a trip
that includes a picnic or other ac-

Transform sour
property into a
wildlife haven.
Wikliite is all ,
around you, even if you don't live in
the country
Tly pnwidinglikid, water and nesting sites, ym can attract a colorful
assonment of birds and animals into your backyard.
You'll enjoy
the color and-N-ariety of 'our
new friends
and
you'll he
•
helping thent
too.
For-nu)re
1r-116ml:dim on attracting %%ildlife into
•otir- backyard, write-to the Backyard
Wildlife I labitat Program. National
Wildlik Federation, 1-312 16th Street,
NW', Washington. IX:.
20036=-2266.

•

"Your Complete
Automotive
Headquarters"

D & W Auto Supply
Procraft r Mercury
Camden, Tenn.
901-584-7880

c•ELEBRATE
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SUMMER 1

ski
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•41
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Camden. Term

"On Kentucky Lake
OUTBOARDS
Since 1961"
ILILIVEILIENVE.

-Viria‘P
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I
to
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4. Benson
Sporting
Goods
is Now Open
at their New Location

519 S. 12th St.
Next to Jerry's Restaurant and Walter's Pharmacy
formerly located in Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

to

to

umbus with a computer to keep
track of reported sightings of
Bigfoot. Gardiner said.
His experiences, and the fear in
the eyes of people who told him
they had seen the creature, made
a believer of Gardiner.
"It's not the fact that you find
footprints, or hair or blood. It's the
people," Gardiner said. "They
know what they saw."
He has never looked into an
alleged sighIgiff in Kentucky, but
has been resitIrching and hunting
Bigfoot since the early 1960s.
He does not want to shoot
Bigfoot but does want to capture
the creature on film. "It has a
right to live just like me and you."
But because animals are unpredictable, Gardiner and
members of his Bigfoot hunting
parties carry weapons, including
large-caliber elephant guns and
riot shotguns with shells packed
with steel ball bearings.
His hunts occupy nearly all his
time and are financed with savings from past jobs.
He is planning hunts this summer in the Experimental Forest in
Vinton County, Ohio, and in
Brazil.
The Experimental Forest,
where the U.S. Forest Service
does research, is about 50 miles
north of the Ohio River.
Gardiner said Bigfoot sightings
had been reported regularly in
Vinton County.
Vinton County Sheriff Delno McClure said that there had been
such reports in the county, but that
he wasn't aware of any in several
years.
Forest Service officials said that
they had heard rumors that

Fishing Line

equipment that's been laying
around the garage rusting," Ms.
Coe says.
"The important thing in equipment is anything can work. There
shouldn't be a hangup about getting really good equipment. Kids
can fish with a bamboo pole. But a
lot of times an adult finds an old
rod, old line, and that can cause
problems. A child should have an
equal chance with adults."
Knopf suggests starting a child
on a spincast reel and a four-anda-half to five-and-a-half-foot rod. A
child's rod and reel are going to
take some abuse, so get something
of decent quality, not the cheapest,
but not the high-priced package,
either.
To start, he suggests going after
pan fish, such as sunfish. Tie or
pinch a sinker on to the end of the
line. Attach the hook a foot or two
above that and the bobber two feet
above the hook. Then bait the hook
and toss it into the water. If there
are no bites in a few minutes,

move the bobber a foot or two up
the line. Repeat moving the bobber up until the bait gets down to
the fish.
"Parents can send the
youngsters out the day before and
let them grub around for crickets,
grasshoppers, worms," or you can
buy the bait at a tackle shop which
also can give good advice of where
the fish are hitting and on what,
Knopf says.
That's "one of the keys to make
it a successful trip," Knopf says.
"Find an area that's abundant
with fish, close to home. Fish
around docks, trees, limbs,
wherever there's a little structure,
a place for fish to hide, so the kids
catch some fish and have a fun
experience."
Ms. Coe stresses not to limit it
just to boys. "The girls and women
get just as excited about fishing.
So do the handicapped and the
mentally 'retarded. They can be
just as successful and love it just
as much."

Flocks of robins stopping to feed
then moving on back north, geese
by the thousands going the same
direction and the redwing
blackbird looking over the
shoreline brush for a nesting site
surely brings spring to mind.
The waters are rising on both
Kentucky and Barkley lakes and
I'm not sure why.
We haven't had any heavy rainfall in this area so the water must
be from the south.
Whatever the reason it will help
to warm the bay and the main
lake Yesterday the warmest
temperature I could find in
bloodriver was 47.7 degrees
I was fishing with Jim and Judy
Burhans out of Kenlake marina
and we were looking for bass and
crappie
We used Crankbalts along deep
rocky banks and points and found
some pretty good fish and a lot of
action.
The crappie were finicky but we
did find some willing to take
eurltail jigs

We found them deep in sunken
brush and had to work the lures
,slowly over the top to get the
strikes. The high pressure system
we had coming through had a lot to
do with the way the crappie were
hitting and surprisingly enough
the bass did better.
The water color is excellent and
as I mentioned, will be getting
warmer day by day. This can only
help fishing conditions unless of
course we have a flood or
something unusual.
Most folks are catching very
good crappie (1 141-2
pounds but
the numbers are down from lao
year.
Two or three more weeks wiu
make a big difference and
everyone will feel better.
Farm pond anglers are doing
good also as the waters are much
warmer than the lakes. Spinnerbaits and jigs have produced some
pretty good strings of bass &
crappie.
Happy Fishing

641 Super Shell

Open:
Monday-Saturday 9-9
Sunday 1-5

Bigfoot lived in the forest but that and wait for Bigfoot's natural
workers had never seen one or curiosity about humans to bring
found a footprint.
the creature to them.
However, Gardiner said his
Gardiner knows what he plans to
closest encounter with Bigfoot do if he sees Bigfoot.
came in the forest in early April
"I will walk toward it and put
last year.
down my gun as long as it doesn't
He and members of his team, charge ... and I will try to comalong with some observers, were
municate with it," he said. -I
hunting for Bigfoot there.
believe there will be- a bond."
They heard something large
His search for,Bigfoot will end in
walking through the woods, and it
death, psychics have told him.
suddenly charged head-on at them
"I have been toid I will get killed
through the pitch-dark night.
by one of these things in southern
"It sounded like it was going to Ohio," he said.
come right out on top of us," he
He doesn't believe that, because
said.
he doesn't think Bigfoot is
The animal, which he thinks was dangerous.
Bigfoot, retreated after the four _ "I believe this is the most gentle
observers ran away.
thing in the world," he said, adGardiner said when he goes ding that Bigfoot is 8 to 9 feet tall
searching this summer, the and weighs as much as 1,000
hunters will sit out in the forest pounds, with "human intelligence
with night photography equipment and animal instincts."
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By Jerry Maupin

Come in and see
our greatly expanded
new facility.

753-1342

tivity. "Kids don't have that long
an attention span," she says.
In addition, try to make the day
a whole outdoor experience,
"point out the turtles; w wildlife."
Ms. Coe says that parents,
especially single parents, who
don't know much about fishing
themselves, shouldn't let that stop
them.
"It's one of those things they can
learn toiecial opportunity for a
single-parent family," she says.
Fishing, she says, can'promote
family communication, and also
can give youth a time and a place
to think out problems. "It's an activity that can be done together,
but can be done alone without feeling lonely It also can offer a
challenge and prestige, and
prestige is something kids need."
She and Bob Knopf, a fishing expert with Berkeley, Inc., a major
sponsor of the Foundation, stress
that children need a fair chance in
the equipment department.
"Don't start them out on old

Hunter seeks legendary creature 'Bigfoot'

LEXINGTON, Ky. 1AP, — Mention the name Bigfoot and some
people will laugh, but Bob Gardiner isn't among them. He
believes the legendary creature
exists.
He says there are probably,_
about 250 of them in North
America, mostly in the Pacific
Northwest, but he has never seen
one.
Gardiner' says, however, that
some members of his research
team have spotted the creature —
also called the yeti, the
Abominable Snowman or
Sasquatch.
"It is not folklore. It is a fact,"
said Gardiner, a Scott County
native who moved to Pulaski
County last year from Columbus,
Ohio. "There is something out
there."
Gardiner investigates reports of
Bigfoot sightings and leads expeditions into the woods to look for
Bigfoot.
the Naturi...t ltimorrov..
Working
He has taken several plaster
casts
of large, five-toed footprints,
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION
some 15 inches long and 9 inches
across, which he thinks were
made by Bigfoot.
He said he has seen the footprints in Ohio, Arkansas, southern
Illinois, northern California and
ein 'IA'
British Columbia.
Gardiner also said he has heard
Abe-- creature's startling, high— We Install Automotive Glass —1'
pitched scream and has been close
,nough to smell its "foul,
penetrating odor" more than
nce.
512 S. 12th
Gardiner started the North
753-4563
American Sasquatch Research
AVVVVVViaVililiVIAVVVV%
Team 10 years ago. The organizaVt.E.E.E.VEAt.
*EA. tion — 27 people, many of them
Vietnam veterans and hunters like
r Ranger rStratos
Gardiner — has an office in Col-

Lakeside Marino
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Use patience when teaching kids to fish

Discover
Wildlife In
Your World.

Resort & Marina
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- Racers looking after number one in OVC Tournament
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
Murray State has looked out for Murray State all
season and the Racers are not about to change
anything now.
When the surprising Racers began making waves
in the Ohio Valley Conference with a 6-0 start after
preseason polls had them no higher than fifttl, they
refused to become fans of other league teams in
hopes of some help toward a conference title. Instead, the Racers ignored the rest of the conference and played their schedule, knocking off
teams one by one until they secured theiceighth
OVC crown with an 82-66 win over Middle...Tennessee State.
The Racers are heading into tonight's OVC Tournament in Racer Arena knowing that this time
around, everyone's sights are set on them.
It doesn't seem to matter much to the Racers,
however. They've had intense practices throughout
the week and were unconcerned with Monday
night's first-round results. To Murray State and
head coach Steve Newton, it's just a matter of continuing the kind of play that won the regular
season.

"We're not so much playing against Eastern as
our own potential," Newton says. "There's really
no secret to winning."
Newton pointed out the three keys to Murray's
success this year have been defense, shot selection
and controlling the tempo... with defense getting
top priority.
Murray State led the conference defensively, giving up only 70.2 points a game. The Colonels,
however, were second in defense and offense.
Newton expects the Colonels to run, but has faith
that the Racers' defense can control EKti's fast.
break style. Murray State defeated Eastern in both
regular-season meetings, including a 79-78 win in
Richmond after falling behind 16-0.
"I never thought we were out of it," junior guard
Don Mann remembers. "I could tell they were getting tired and I knew that they couldn't keep
pressuring us that hard.
"Coach Newton changed some things that helped
us get back in," he added. "We went into a delay
offense, but to score and that kind of set the
tempo."
Newton expects to see more pressure defense
from Eastern tonight. The Colonels, 18-10, shot past

Tennessee Tech 85-71 behind Randolph Taylor's 23
points and 13 rebounds. Bobby Collins.
added 20
points and 10 boards as Eastern demonstrated the
depth that earned it a fourth-place finish, despite a
disappointing start.
The Colonels are led by All-OVC guard Jeff
McGill who averaged 19.1 points a game, third in
the OVC. He was also third in assists and Collins
led the conference with 68 steals,
Murray's depth exceeds,all other teams in the
conference,.however.
Forward Jeff Martin was second only to Tennessee State's Anthony Mason in scoring with a
26.2 points per game average and Mann averaged
18.4 points a game, placing him behind McGill.
Mann also led the league by averaging 5.9 assists a
contest.
Austin Pea'', 16-12, was the only conference team
to beat Murray, but the Governors have struggled
in the late part of the year and must defeat a Middle Tennessee team that they fell to twice in the
regular season.
Middle downed Youngstown State 81-76 to reach
the semifinals. The Blue Raiders were led by Chris
Rainey's 26 points and Randy Henry's 17.

Rainey led MTSU by averaging 16.9 points a
game this year. The senior gaurd also dished out
4.5 assists. Dwayne "Barn-Barn" Ramey led the
Blue Raiders in rebounds at 9.0 and collected 13
against seventh-place Youngstown.
The Goys reached the semis by escaping Mason
and Tennessee State 81-78. Keith Rawls led the way
with 22 points and Barry Sumpter added 19 as
Austin Peay set an OVC record by knocking down
68 percent from the floor.
Sumpter led APSU to a third-place finish with a
scoring average of 15.3. He was second to Mason in
rebounding at 9.1.
Coincidentally, both semifinal games will be
rematches of contests covered by ESPN earlier in
the season. If the results are the same, Murray will
meet Middle in the championship and will be looking for its third win over the Blue Raiders
But the Racers are not concerned with what happened in the round-robin. Nor do they care what
will happen in the MTSU-APSE: game The Racers
are looking out for the Racers and they hope that
aftelr Saturday night, that will mean looking out for
number one.

Friendship outlasts adversity for Murray State leaders
Martin, Mann help each other through
college basketball's peaks and valleys

Forward Jeff Martin led the Racers in scoring as Murray State ran
up a 13-1 conference record for the OVC's regular-season
saltmpionship.
Stall *ego by David Toth

By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
With a memorable season behind them, highlighted by individual
honors and a conference championship, the Racers' Jeff Martin and Don
Mann are ready to put Murray State on the map.
Martin, the Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Year, and Mann.
named to the All-OVC's first team, have been working on an OVC championship for three years and, with a common bond and goal, will not be
satisfied with just a regular-season title.
"Right now, I'm just thinking about getting into the NCAA and on
CBS," Mann said. "I want to show people out there that we have some
players down here."
To get into the NCAA, the Racers, 194 overall and 13-1 th the conference, need a tournament championship which carries an automatic
bid. Although the OVC sent two teams last year, no one is counting on an
at-large bid this time around, but no one is counting on losing either..
least of all Martin and Mann. They've been through too much.
Martin and Mann came to MSU.,:three years ago. as diamonds in the
rough. Few schools thought Mann could overcome his 5-fool-8 height and
even fewer schools had ever heard of Martin. despite his averaging better than 30 points a game as a high school senior.
MSU was making a transition from head coach Ron Greene, who left
to take over Indiana State's program, to Steve Newton. Newton had
served as an associate coach under Greene and done a great deal of
recruiting. Unlike Greene, however, Newton wanted to build a team
around four and five-year players and not rely on junior college
transfers.
He put his plan into motion by signing Martin and Mann. Martin
started his first game for the Racers and it didn't take Mann long to join
him. They formed a highly explosive offensive combination and an even
stronger friendship.
"I think the fact that they were recruited the same year and got to see
a lot of playing time in their first year with us brought them together,"
Newton said. "They've been through some peaks and valleys together
Sometimes, the not-so-pleasant experiences bring people closer
together."
--TheRaeers went 17-12 in Wfitoif-fl first year as-to.-ttlying heavily
on Martin's scoring while Mann grew up as a Division 1 point guard. The
Racers stood to win the OVC, but dropped their final three conference
games and were eliminated by Middle Tennessee in the OVC
Tournament.
Last season, Murray suffered through a 13-15 year. Martin averaged
21.2 points a game and set the school's blocked shot record. Mann
averaged 15.5 points and dished out 129 assists.
The individual achievements didn't matter to Martin or Mann. They
had already put in more playing time than most juniors after just two
seasons and were ready for a conference championship.
(Cont'd on page 13)

Point guard Don Mann bounced back from a suspension fosterage
18.4 points a game as the MS1 Racers closed the l9$7.$( season
at
19-8
suit1 pbeie

First Region Tournament

Only surprise is no surprise as Ballard, Lady Pirates advance to semifinals
Staff Report

The only surprise was that there
were no surprises after Thursday
night's action at Graves County
High School concluded the first
round of both boys' and girls' First
Region Tournament action
without an upset.
Ballard Memorial and Heath
survived scares from Hickman

County and Mayfield to conclude
first-round play Thursday. with
Ballard edging Hickman 52-50
while Heath pulled away from
Mayfield in the final minutes for a
52-47 victory.
Stephanie Shelton spurred the
Lady Falcons' upset bid against
Ballard with 20 points. but Cathy
Cunningham paced Ballard with

23 and sophomore guard Chrystal
Holland got a rare opportunity to
redeem herself in the closing
seconds.
Ballard had taken a 48-38 lead in
the fourth quarter before Hickman
fought back on two steals and two
baskets by Shelton and buckets
from Sonya Stairs to tie the game
with 3.20 left.

Two Holland free throws and a
Cunningham basket gave Ballard
a 52-48 lead with 1:12 left, but
Shelton scored for Hickman to cut
the difference to a field goal, and
Holland double-dribbled with 37
seconds left
Hickman missed with nine
seconds left and Ballard's Rita
Bryars rebounded but lost the ball

Holland saved the ball from going
out of bounds, however, and passed to Cunningham as the final
seconds ran off the clock.
In the nightcap. Mayfield held a
37-36 lead in the fourth quarter
before Heath rang up four
unanswered buckets to go up by
44-37
Mayfield cut the lead to 47-42 on

Stephanie Bell's 3-point shot and
won possession on a held ball, then
missed from 3-point range Heath
sank five of eight free throws in
the final minute to preserve their
52-47 victory
Heath's 5-9 sophomore center
Michelle Throgmorton led all
scorers with 29 points and 13 re((bard on page 13)

()VC Tournament's probable starters
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
BLUE RAIDERS
Location: Murfreesboro, Tenn
Head coach. Bruce Stewart
Z
ir L.711j
Record: 21-9, 11-3 (Second)
Record vs. other OVC
Tournament teams: 3-3
Tourney opponent: Austin Peay
AA 11=1 j
Last meeting won 73-70
Starters' average height: 6'3.6"

F 00 Tyrus Baynham
F 4 Leslie Gregory
C 50 Randy Henry
G 11 Chris Rainey
G 14 Gerald Harris

13.8 14.2
12.8 4.9
12.9 7.9
17.2 3.8
8.0 3.3

Reserves:
Dwayne Rainey, 10.2/9.0
- Phil Shell, 5.5/7.2

AUSTIN PEAY
GOVERNORS

MURRRAY STATE
RACERS

Location: Clarksville, Tenn.
Head coach: Lake Kelly
Record: 16-12. 10-4 (Third)
Record vs. other OVC
Tournament teams: 2-4
Tourney opponent: MTSU
Last meeting lost 73-70
Starters' average height: 63.8"
,

F 25 Andre Harris
F 34 Lamont Ware
C 11 Barry Sumpter
G 10 Darrin Smith
G 20 Keith Rawls
Reserve:
Tony Raye, 13.7/7.0
Vincent Brooks, 10.1/2.2
Javin Johnson, 3.6/3.0
,

EASTERN KENTUCKY
COLONELS

Location: Murray, Ky
Head coach: Steve Newton
Record: 19-8, 13-1 (First)
Record vs. other OVC
Tournament teams: 5-1
Tourney opponent: EK1J
Last meeting won 79-78
Starters' average height: 64.2"

13.7
4.3
15.3
3.6
10.0

5.9
1.9
9.1
1.3
2.2

F 15 Jeff Martin
F 40 Chris Ogden
C 50 Carl Sias
G 23 Don Mann
G 30 Paul King
Reserves:
Terence Brooks, 5.6/5.1
LinZie Foster, 3.1/3.5
Robert McClatchey, 3.0/2.3

Location: Richmond, Ky
Head coach Max Good
Record: 18-10, 10-4 (Fourth)

01,
/

26.2
8.0
8.5
18.4
6.1

0Y
:
0
'.
,iii
1,V, 4$

Record vs other OVC
Tournament teams: 2-4
Tourney opponent Murray State
Last meeting lost 79-75
Starters' average height: 63.6"

6.5
6.7
5.4
3.2
2.6

F 23 Bobby Collins
F45 Randolph Taylor
C 22 Tyrone Howard
G 3 Darrin O'Bryant
G 11 Jeff McGill

-7

J. d
%

•

11.3 6.8
8.0 5.9
14.2 4.7
10.8 4.0
19.1 1.9

Reserves:
Louis Spence, 8.7/3.3
Junior Curtis, 5.2/1.1
Nelson Davie, 1.6/2.8
\
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Martin's 26.2 points per game made him the OVC's second-leading
scorer while finishing fourth in the nation and tops among juniors. He
also collected 6.5 rebounds a game and blocked 29 shots.
Mann has come back to average 18.4 points a game and led the OVC
with a 5.9 assists per game average. As has been his trademark, Mann
has turned his game up a notch in important contests, scoring 20.3 points
per OVC contest.
Martin and Mann have not only impressed the rest of the league, but
each other as well.
"I think we're fans of each other," Martin says. "We like watching
each other play,
"Don has so many skills. His hustle is his big one — on both ends of the
court — his shooting, his ballhandling and passing."
"Moving without the ball is one of Jeff's strong points," Mann says,
"and being able to shoot on the move."
Mann and Martin never feel competitive towards each other, however.
Both place team goals first.
"We just look at it like we have to out-do the other team and not each
other," Mann says. "We know that we are the keys. If the other players
see us getting off, then they'll get it going too."
One of Mann's job is to get the other players going. He sets the tempo
for MSU's offense and gets the ball to the right people. He says that it's
important to get the ball inside early against Austin Peay and Middle
Tennessee while he thinks that he and Martin must strike fast against
Eastern.
Getting Martin going is little concern to Mann. He believes the 6-foot-6
Cherry Valley, Ark., native is the best player in the conference.
He knows Martin is his best friend and Martin shares those seniments.
"I don't think our friendship will ever end," Martin said. "It doesn't
matter what we do in life. We'll always be close."
Newton, who enjoys this year's "family" atmosphere, credits the
duo's "peaks and valleys" of growing up together for the strength of
their friendship.
If Martin and Mann can keep the Racers on their current peak, they
stand a good chance to do in the tournament what they've done all
season — dominate the Valley.

College t)'k(ktJ)Itl

UNLV, BYU challenged in conference tourneys
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
Nevada-Las Vegas and Brigham
Young were expecting to be
challenged in their conference
tournaments They juSt
think it would happen so soon.
The Runnin Rebels, ranked
seventh and top seed in the PCAA,
were pushed by Fullerton State
before surviving 61-56 in a firstround game BAT, ranked 17th.
had even more trouble — and on
its home court, no less, against a
last-place team. The Cougars edged Hawaii 76-74.
Two teams earned NCAA bids
with conference tournament
championships Thursday night.
Fairleigh Dickinson beat Monmouth 90-75 for the ECAC Metro
crown, while :North Texas State
took the Southland with an 87-70
victory over Northeast Louisiana.
In the only regular-season contest involving a ranked team, No.
15 Iowa routed Wisconsin 103-70.
Pacific Coast
UNLV had just enough to avoid
the upset Clint Rossum had all of
his 10 points in the second half and
played an especially significant
role after Jarvis Basnight fouled
out with 3:54 to go
Richard Morton had 28 points
for the ,Titans, who never trailed
by more than six points.
The victory was the 500th for
Nevada-Las Vegas Coach Jerry
Tarkanian But, as he watched the
game he began to worry that he

would be stuck on 499.
points, 30 in the first half. He set a
Hampshire come back as Niagara
"I wasn't even aware of the 500 conference tourney poiaitA mark as
beat the Wildcats 62-59.
until some people told me they FDU,23-6, won for the 18th time in
Southeastern
were planning to give me a party its last 20 games.
At Baton Rouge, La., Mississipafter the game," Tarkanian said.
pi beat Alabama 64-59 in overtime
Southland
"Then when I looked up at the
and Georgia romped over
Playing on-its home court, North
scoreboard I thought, 'I'm not
Mississippi State 64-43.
Texas
State struggled for a half,
sure I'm going to make it."
Ole Miss, whinext meets
Wayne Engelstad had 31 points then blew out Northeast Loui- -sixth-ranked KentuCky, the conand a season-high 15 rebounds for siana. Tony Worrell, the league's
ference's regular-season chamCal-Irvine, which had lost three -player of the year, scored 33
pion, fought back from a 52-43
points, 20 in the first half, and
straight before surprising Long
deficit in the final 2:32 of regulafreshman Ronnie Morgan added
Beach State 74-69.
tion against Alabama. The Rebels
19 as NTSU, 17-12, earned its first
Dan Conway scored a careernever trailed in overtime.
NCAA bid in the school's 72-year
high 28 points as second-seeded
Big East
history.
Utah State got past San Jose State
At New York, Cliff Robinson
80;72.
ECAC North Atlantic
scored 24 points and Phil Gamble
Westeni .Athietic
Jeff Timberlake and Drederick added 23 as Connecticut beat ProBrigham Young nearly wound
Irving scored 22 points apiec
vidence 75-62.
up on the sidelines in an embarras- leading Boston University to an
Big Sky
ing manner The Cougars, who 82-73 victory over host Hartford.
Montana State, losers twice to
managed just a two-point victory
BU, 22-7, faces Niagara in the state rival Montana this season,
at Hawaii this season, barely surgot four clutch points each from
championship game Saturday.
vived on their home court against
Juan Neal made two free throws Scott Peiper and Chris Conway
the 4-25 Rainbows.
with 17 seconds left to blunt a New and held off the Grizzlies 60-54.
A tip-in by Jeff Chatman with
143 remaining was the difference
in the game, which ended after
four shots by Hawaii failed to drop
In the final seconds.
Wyoming slipped past San
Diego State 83-76 with a strong second half. The Cowboys, 24-5, won
their Seventh straight game. as
Reggie-For-scored 19 points antl.:
JET-A-MARINA
Eric Leckner got 14 of his 16 in the.
P 0. Box 96 Hwy.62
final 20 minutes.
CALVERT CITY, KENTUCKY 42029
ECAC Metro
50 39 -4s I
Fairleigh Dickinson beat New
Jersey rival Monmouth as Jamie
Latney scored a career-high 39

Only surprise...
((oat'd from page 12)
bounds while Allison Gray added
18 points to the Lady Pirates.
For Mayfield. Beth Warmath
and Bell had 12 points each while
Lori Beth McCullar added 10.
Emphasis returns to boys'
regional play tonight at Graves
County with semifinal action pitting Paducah Tilghman 117-101
against Hickman County 123-4) at
6:30 and Graves County 122-7 )
meeting Marshall County 123-2) in

the nightcap
The boys' regional championship will be held Saturday at 7:30.

!*Good service.
good coverage.
good price-

That's
State Farm
insurance."

Fleet Weirton Trearnamerii
at remit.", I'o /Ugh 6clittol
Oe 20 44 57
eiwii•rd
12 21 39 ND
Ilk 9 man
Ballard - Cathy Cunningham 23. Tammy
Wallace 10, Chryttal Holland 10 Karla Blank. 5
Rita Bryant 4. Deanna Ballard 0 Deanna
Houston 0. Jill Carver 0
Hickman - Stephanie Shelton 30 Dana t:mon
II. Sonya Stairs 9. Ann Wood A. Mellows Martin 2
Laurel Little 0 1,ori Mathis 0
Field goals - Mallard 22 47. Hickman 24 44
Free throws - Mallard 6.10. Hickman 2 8 Re
Ihnunda - Ballard 23. Hickman 30 Turnover. Mallard 14 Hickman 12
Record. - Ballard 194, Hickman 9 IS

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Divines
119
L
pct.
Boston
.889
4.2 19
Washington
26 32
4.46
New York
424
25 34
Philadelphia
24 38
407
New Jersey
267
16 44
Central Division
Detroit
39 20
661
Atlanta
36 22
621
Chicago
34 26
.567
Mtlwaukee
32 26
552
lndiarua
30 29
.508
Cleveland
29 31
483
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
* L Pet.

GB

16
17
"
251
24
-504
64
9
104

GB

THURSDAY'S REGIONAL GAMES
BOYS
3rd Region
Apollo 89. Grayson Co 57
Drakesboro 75. Whitesville Trinity 60
4th Region
Final
Warren E 71, Metcalfe Co 65
8th Region
Final
Oldham Co 64, Carroll Co 53
10th Region
Montgomery' Co 76, Tollesboro 57
Bourbon Co 80. Bracken Co. 72
llth Region
Lwx. Henry Clay 62, Lex. Catholic 58 i SF
Lox Bryan Station 66, Frankfor. 55 SF
150 Region
McDowell 71. Pikeville 68
Phelps 73, Johnson Cent 71 (YT
2989 Region
Rowan Co 47. W Carter 46
Greenup Co 55. Boyd Co 53
GIRLS
gal ilterton

MIDWEST
Lndiarui RI, Minnesota 85
Iowa 103, Wisconsin 70
,:Atichlgan St 55, Northwestern 5:i
TOURNAMENTS
Big East Conference
First Round
Connecticut 75. Providence 62
Big Sky Conference
Quarterfhusts
Idaho St 58, Weber St 57
Montana St 60, Montana 54
ECAC Metro Conference
Libuunnonship
Fairleigh Dickinson 90 Monmouth. N.J. 75
ECAC North .Atiantic t'onference
Semifinals
Boston U 82, Hartford 73
Niagara 62, New Hampshire 59
Midwestern Collegiate Conference
First Round
Detroit 69. St Louis 66
Loyola, Ill 67, Butler 59
Pacific Coast Athletic Association
Quarterfinaks
Cal-Irvine 74, Long Beach St 6.9

4-Dallas
Denver
Houston
Utah
San Antonio
Sacramento

40 19
678
610
36 23
593
35 24
32 27
3
22 35
18 42
300
Pacific Diiision
XL A Lakers
49 11
817
Portland
644
36 21
Seattle
525
32 29
Phoenix
17 42
288
Golden State
15 43
259
L.A Clippers
12 45
211
x.clInched playoff berth
Thursdays Games
Chicago 128, Los Angeles Lakers 107
Portland 112, Houston 109
Golden State 128, New Jersey 112

53

17
224

104
174
314
33
354

Ballard Memorial 52, Rickman Co 50
Heath 52, Mayfield 47
2nd Region
PrOvIdence 58, Lyon Co 51
S. Hopkins 62 Christian Co 47
5th Region
Meade Co 58, Taylor Co 48
Green Co 64 Bardstown Bethlehem 43
Ith Region
. •.k
Lou Shawnee 43-fitiou. Holy Cross 52 I SF
Lou Southern 57, Lou. Doss 47 SF,I
789 Resit&
Lou Ballard 68, J.town 45 ISE r
Lou Manual 78, Lou Seneca 54 SF .
9th Region
Notre Dame 57. Silver Grove 35
Coy Holmes 62. Conner 51
12th Region
Meade Co. 42, Boyle Co 38
ulaski Co 61. Wayne Co 48
1389 Region
Middlesboro 42. Evans 38
Corbin 66. Jackson Co 38
1489 Region
Breathitt Co 59. Whiteaburg 53
Owaley Co TO, Hazard 56

Cal.Sabta Barbara 544 New Mexico St 52
Nev -Las Vegas 61, Fullerton St. 56
Utah St 80, San Jose St 72
Pacific 10 Conference
First Round
California 75, Southern Cal 50
Washington 96, Arizona St 82
Southeastern Conferenie
First Round
Georgia 64, Mississippi St 43
Mississippi 64, Alabama 59, OT
Southland Conference
Championship
N Texas St 87. NE Louisiana 70
Trans America Athletic Conference
First Robed
Ark -Little Rock 99, Centenary 71
Georgia Southern 71, Georgia St 55
Mercer 57, Hardin-Slmmons 52
Texas-San Antonio 78. Stetson 74
Western Athletic Conference
quarterfinals
Brigham Young 76, Hawaii 74
Colorado St 78, Utah 68
Texas.EI Paso 74. New Mexico 61
Wyoming 83, San Diego St 76

Lorry Krouse Insurance
759-9888

105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

Purdom's
Spring Break Sale
All cars 7 years old and/or under 100,000 miles.
Newer will have a 3,000 mile or 3 month warranty.
Most of our trade-ins are local and we will be glad
to furnish the previous owner's name and
phone number for your convenience.

1979
1980
1981
1981
1982
1983

Heath 52
Mayfield 47

1984

First Region, Tournament
at Tors... o High Reboot
Heath
214 34 52
Mayfield
11 35 33 47
livath - Michelle Throgmorton IV Allison
Gray lit Jackie Estes 5 Meth 14eyer 4 Allison
Bennett 6 Susie Futrell 2 Wendy Colvin 0
Mayfield - Meth Warniath 12 Stephanie Bell
12 Lori Beth McCullar 10 Men-1 Stratton 9. Mel
Whaley 5 Angela Wimanti Susan England°. Val
Reck 0
•
Field goals - Heath
43 Mayfield 14-62 Free
throws --Heath 14 23 Mayfield 9 12 Rebounds
- Heath 37 Mayfield 2$ Turnovers - Heath 15
Mayfield it
Records - Heath 14 7 Mayfield 10 15

1984

1984

1984

More than a Mercedes
in performance-less than
a Legend in pnce.
ALL-NEW MAZDA 929 HIGH-PERFORMANCE
LUXURY SEDAN WITH 18-VALVE V6 AND
UNIQUE E-LINK SUSPENSION.
Zero to 60 in 9.2 seconds is only a clue to the
inspired new level of driving luxury you will
discover in Mazda's new 929. It has been meticulously engineered to rival the expensive
European luxury sedans in performance-and
lavishly appointed as well. Nearly one hundred
cubic feet of spacious comfort await vou. For an
extraordinary new experience in high-performance
luxury driving-for thousands less than the
Europeans-com(dte the new Mazda 929.

Murray Nissan
Chrysler Dodge733-7114
604 S. 12th St.

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington Illinois

'1,500"
2,900"
Ford Pickup
'1,950"
Crown Victoria
'3,500"
Pontiac Firebird.
'2,900"
Buick Regal
Cadillac Coupe DeVille '5,950"
8,300"
Cadillac Coupe DeVille
'4,900"
Chevy Camero
s5,900°°
Buick Regal
'6,200"
Buick Century
7,900°°
Pontiac STE
4,900°°
Nissan 4x4 Pickup
7,900"
Chev. Blazer
7,000"
GMC S-15 4x4
7,500"
Pontiac Grand Prix
Cadillac Seville Demo. 18,500"
Buick LeSabre company car 92,900°'

1978 Monte Carlo

Girls' competition returns Monday night at Graves County with
semifinal round action pitting
Graves County (23-3) against Marshall County 127-11 and Ballard
Memorial 118-8) against Heath
114-7) The girls' championship
will be held Tuesday at 7:30 at
Graves County.

1984 White Thunderbird, V-6, automatic,
light blue interior, 31,000 miles, One
owner, power windows, AM-FM stereo

Like a good ne,ghbor,
State Farm is ttfere

Basketball

1984

• Ballard 52
Hickman 50
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Friendship outlasts adversity...
(Cont'd from page 12)
MSU was picked fifth in the preseason coaches' poll, but Newton told
his team that it could win the conference championship. It wasn't hews
to Martin and Mann.
But the Racers suffered a setback shortly before their opening game
when Mann and teammates Linzie Foster and Lorenzo Doyle were
suspended for a dormitory break-in incident. The university placed th''
three on academic probation for a year and the athletic department
suspended them for the Racers' first seven games.
With Mann out, the Racers were losing more than just one of the nation's premier point guards. Mann also acts as a motivator on the court.
He is, as Newton calls him,their "floor general."
Martin, who leads by example and not words, took on added leadership responsibilities.
"On the court, Don's our leader... no doubt," Martin said. "I tried to
talk a little more than I was used to talking. That's a hard job to do. I was
glad to give it back to Don."
Mann was glad to get it back. He had feared that his playing days at
MSU might be over. Just as when Mann was fighting for a starting job
his freshman season, Martin was there.,
"It's indescribable," Mann says. "Unless you've been in that situation, you can't understand it. But Jeff understood."
Martin consoled Mann and the team gathered in Foster's room to let
the players know that they would be welcomed back once the suspension
was over. Such meetings and a successful season brought the Racers
closer throughout the year. They describe themselves as a "family."
But the distractions weren't over for the Racers. Further disciplinary
problems led to Doyle's departure and freshman Dion Elliott left Murray State, longing to be back home in Sacramento, Cal.
The adversity created few problems for the Racers. Murray State
came out of the suspension with a 3-4 record and turned things around
almost immediately once Mann steppes back into the lineup.
MSC's four losses since Mann's return have been by a total of 12 points
and the Racers have won 13 of their last 14 games.
While Foster's contributions and the surprising play of other
newcomers has helped the Racers climb into respect in the improving
Mr Martin and 1Mann are still Murray's chief weapons

FRIDAY, MARCH 11, 19814

ind

, how* Taws and lo

1985
1986
1987

1987 Pontiac Sunbird company car

8,900"
18,900"

1987 Merc. Topai SL

'6,450"

1984 Monte Carlo
1988 Ford Pickup
1987 Buick Skylark GM Car
1987 Buick Riviera Go car
1987 GMC Jimmy 4x4 GM car

"Satisfied Customers Are

es"A

Carroll Mazda
800 Chestnut

1985

8,900°°
90,900°°
95,500°'
95,500°°

PURDOM MOTORS,INC.

Ma7Da

•Indon.. Armlet mr

1985

Our

Main Concern"

OLDSMOBILE—PONTIAC—CADILLAC—BUICK
753-5315
Murray
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass

733-8850

•
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By Abigail CLASSIFIED
* Van Buren
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Notice

Notice

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE II!
Unless still In
School or College,
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to age. Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates
For free information call

Pretty Punch
the ultimate in
Punch Embroidery
Dial.a-Lop Needles
Guaranteed For Lite
Thread - Angel Hair.
Acrylic. Pearl. Cotton.
metallic (Watch for
new thread soon
Glue-N-Wash
i No
More Punching On
Bulky Fabric - Just
Glue On
Patterns approx 500 Looney
Tunes Pattern, - NFL
Patterns
SPECIAL. - free pet
tern with each vialt
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Murray Ledger & Times
in person.

Lynda's Pretty
Punch Plus
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Sift Lie Rid ISIS
41141-ills ter
IFILLI Wwtsbsç

!Nonce Insurance
Manager

but not necessarr
Help Wanted

1

.

ReFetr
.d
ei V

TAE CLARINET
6ECTIONL *LA,
ARREVED FOR

restaurant we need to
add to our staff If you
are interested please
contact Terry Mullins
at Ti's Bar-B -0 be
tween 1:30.4:30P.M ,
Monday -Friday_ No
phone calls please
LO MENT opportunities in your area..
Call 3954351
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THE WORLD
oi061
STUPID AND BOR(NG
GAME. 5HOw

FOR 20L LARS

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

LOOKS LIKE THE
'TRuTH IN ArNERTISING"
PEOPLE STRUCK AGAIN
•

ACROSS

lit‘
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9

IFTTITYTT7TMI
SARGE,
AREN'T YOU
GETTING

YEAH! I'm
&LOP YOU

NOTICep

HEAVIER?

a

I WAS A SKINNY KID
AND I'VE WORKEP VERY
HARD TO BECOME
BIGGER, 5TRoNGER,
ArJf) MORE imPORTANT /

THERE S A MAN
yOU'LL r4EvER
FIND, OH THE
DEFENSiVE
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6 Unused
7 Lamb's pen
name
8 Curly-haired
dog
9 Hee —
10 Possessive
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Father
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Hebrew
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Ad

missions Counselor
D uties and re
sponsibilities
inform,
advise, and counsel
prospective students
and their families about
Murray State Univers
ity
Extensive travel
required 1oaras._ high_
schools. -PanicIpate in
overall undergraduate
recruitment efforts
Q ualifications
Bachelor's degree,
strong communication
Skills, excellent
organizational skills,
and ability to work
independent of direct
supervision
Send re
sume and cover letter to
Paul Radke, Director of
School Relations,
Murray State Univers
ity, Murray, KY 42071
Screening Of applicants
ewiii begin March 28,
19118, and will continue
until the position is
filled
Murray State
University is an Equal
Opportunity/ Affir
motive Action
Employer

UM

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5

ing pot.ntials Senc
resume to P.•I.
lionuipor P.O. So.
1040-A, Marra y Ky.

Asp 121T 0 NU co

71 Care for
72 Males

3

15

Answer to Previous Puzzle

45 School of
whales
17 Liberate
49 Deep
yearning
51 Free ticket
54 Short sleep
56 Speck
58 Female deer
59 Second of
two
62 Digit
64 French article
65 Everyone
66 Type of wine
68 Observe

1 Choose
4 Walking stick
8 Greek letter
11 At a distance
12 Son of Adam
13 Grain
14 That thing
15 Affirmative
17 Relicts
19 Cincinnati
baseballer
21 Not a Dem
23 Succor
24 Stocking
casualty
26 Stallone to
friends
28 Conspiracy
31 Crowd
33 Lamprey
35 Female sheep
36 Running
38 Chastises
41 Note of scale
42 Mist
44 Youngster

1

N
ill

ill

65

lull

iii
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$20,000 plus ear,

Inc., Paducah, Ky.,
1100- 488- 5940, 502.443 0105
DUE to enlarging our

•

ellIP

-4)

,

IMMEDIATE opening• CHRISTIAN family will
Experienced body man, do mowing, light haul

Apply at the

weekly Seeking caring,
neat individual Call for
appointment
Fern
Terrace Lodge.
753 7109 E 0 E.
COMP- ANY ROAD
Excellent
DRIVER
pay, fringes and bonus
plan for experienced
drivers Late model
equipment
Drivers
home each week with
few exceptions Celebrity Freqiht Systems,

COSITMENT

Wanted

In the Almo-Hardin Area

SORRY I MI55617
,THAT ONE
MANAGER MAYBE MI GLOVE
ISN'T 816 ENOUGH..

PRACTIC.E GOINEr
NANCY?
NOT 50

Situation

NOW TAKING
APPLICATIONS
For
MOTOR ROUTE
CARRIER

CERTIFIED Medics
tion Aide 3 11, 32 hours

CIT4
CR0066NCE

9

mu

IFTT-771111

PRJOR

Wanted

_11110

Inc.
Martin, TN
587-2301
Son,

6

WE HAD A

Help

753-1916

• ••

I
_biiCAN i C., EAND

6

experienced painter, ing, and house cleaning
experienced frame Prices reasonable 492
man
We offer first 8899
New DiKis thd.41 1,tteroo
class equipment, first GENERAL house and
dvotol •rner Steilp jfe,
class benefits (includ- office cleaning 6 years
Call caroi
ing retirement) and experience
Re
profit sharing plan. ferences 759 1578
Apply in person, ask for I wilfTee
—
p and care for
Steve, 7:30A.M. SP.M , a lady in my home in
2)1 Memorial Dr , Hazel
Experienced
Make
Paris, TN, Joe Mahan
Good references 492
$ss
Ford, Inc.
8510
SS$
NEED a IOW 4 openings NEEDiob
"MMUS
now. You may qualify immediately will do
sSSisSSUSSSSS5Ss
. (1)you do not have
any odd lob Painting,
$SS
GED or your high yard work, carpentry,
$SS
school diploma, (2) you etc 753
MS
$55
5906, Troy Keith
have been out of school Foster
siSSSSSSSSSSS
9 months or more, (3)
$$SSSSUSSSSS
POSITION Wanted'
Jerry McConnell
You are between ages 16 Will sit
$SS
with the sick or
Insurance
& 21 We are a EOE
elderly in Mayfield,
This project is funded
$US
$ss
753-4199
Paris, Murray, Benton
by the Western Ky
555$
-tree local claim sonic*"
S58
ISIS
Private Industry or Paducah Will live in
5SS85SS5Ss5SS5SsS
or sit days Have 25
Council
JTPA
ISSUSSSISS
Call
experience 753
J.T.P.A. Out Of School years
555
3594
753-9378 between 8 30.
SIP
THE Gold Nugget, 12 00 5
days a week
With Classified
south side of square,
II. Instruction
Mayfield, Ky 247.6762. N OW taking ap
plications for cooks &
Diamonds, black hills
isiS T R UC TION
gold, lakt gold chains waitresses Apply in
"We sell for less!" "We person 9 5, Valley
LEARN
TO DRIVE
Drive In, Hwy 94 East
MEMBERSHIP in guarantee it." .Jimmy RECEPTIONIST &
TRACTOR-TRAILER
Thompson Jeweler,.
Pirates Cove Re
•••••••••••••
general
work Send
creational Complex. TRANSFER yaw' SMM resume office
to
P
0
Box
1223,
•0010•10komr
•
home movies to video
Call 753-6294 after SP M
Murray, KY
••••••••••
or anytime on tape $350 per 50 ft
training
LIGHT DELIVERY/
reel, tape included
•Stecegggwopit
weekends.
•••wrgrw
Also, slides, negatives CASH PAID DAILY
•eriesie
Local
deliveries, cc
and photographs. Free
a
ALLIANCE
onomy vehicle and neat
pick up and delivery
reactor:3'RA/.IIR
•isnis
111.40•131G CIEWT1 RS
Call Donna Darnell, appearance a must
41111MMI
IM.NON 15
Son
Video Production Apply now for immedi
coliToewo
ate work
Southside
Specialties 759 9246.
Shopping Center, 616 S
1400-33461203
12th St., Suite 103,
5 Lost and Found
10A M.-4P.M.
YEAR old Beagle rARN UP TO
17 AN
named D J , 2 year old
HOUR
We need 20
black long haired
money motivated in
mixed breed named
dividuali for exciting
!Prickle, both males
Train to be•
new totar promotion
Lost East Green Plain Full
or part time days
Church
Reward 492
TRAVEL AGENT
or evenings, all
8878 or 75.1-3018.
TOUR GUIDE
welcome
No ex
FOUND Black puppy per tence necessary. we
hinny VIC:mist
AIRLINE
with white chest train Clear speaking
Start locally full tune :part
markings No collar
voice and good reading
tirne Train on live airime
Found on Coles Cam
ability a must Apply
pground Road. March now for immediate
computer, Home Mud) and
4th
Call 753 9295 or work
resident tranvia Financial
Southside Shop
762-3809 (work)
ping Center, 616 S trrl
LId a$Aulable Job pin-ernes:
REWARD offered
St . Suite 103.
assistance National Hdqtrs
Girl's class ring lost in 10A M 4P M
Ltittheuse PI FL
area of Seven Seas Sat ,
t T THAW 4111501
35.8$ Ring echo style
containing green center
Are rwaltIA rilornboydii
stone with 2 clear stones
on each side Livingston
Central lettering sur
•
New position for career
14 Want to Buy
rounds the green stone
minded individual
Initials JAT inside, year
JUNK cars and trucks
Finance insurance 04
Ask for Larry 753 3633
mark 1988 Any info call
automobile sages a pi
928-4541 after 4P M

753-9274

JO-AN'S Varieties has
name brand childrens
and junior spring ar
rivals, ladies
springwear and chil
dren and ladies bathing
suits at 404s off! Acid
washed jeans-, and
overalls, 9 months 7
years. Layaways
available. Jo An's
Varieties on the square,
7519569.

Face
Brick

Notice
Wolff
Suntan 300
minutes for 925

INVITATION TO BID
THE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY WILL ACCEPT BIDS TO PURCHASE
ONE
RUBBER - TIRED INDUSTRIAL TRACTOR
LOADER/BACKHOE FOR THE CITY OF MURRAY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS &
UTILITIES. BIDS ARE TO BE DELIVERED TO
THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE 5TH & POPLAR
STREETS, MURRAY,KENTUCKY,BY 4 P.M.
CST, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 23, 1988. THE
COUNCIL RESERVES THE RIGHT TO ACCEPT THE LOWEST OR BEST BID, OR TO REJECT ANY OR ALL BIDS SUBMITTED
SPECIFICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE
CITY CLERK'S OFFICE, CITY HALL
BUILDING,5TH & POPLAR STREETS, MURRAY, KENTUCKY.

Dollars and Sense Dort Mix
For Bill-Collecting Computers
DEAR ABBY: The letter from the paid immediately. He sent a check
man who was dunned for months for $0.00. The computer was satisby the General Telephone Co. of fied.
Holiday, Fla., for a 1-cent bill
BERTHA P1ERCEY,
reminded me of my own experience.
COOLIDGE, ARIZ.
My dear departed wife left me one
•••
share of some vague stock that
earns 8 cents a quarter — that's 32
cents imr year! I have pleaded with
DEAR ABBY: I am going to be
the bank that sends me these "8- married next summer.
My fiance
cent checks" to forget the whole and I have lived away
from our
thing, as my CPA, in preparing my respective homes for
several years
tax returns, charges me the same and have almost everything
we
amount to report that one share as need to set up housekeepi
ng. We are
all the other earnings — $10 for now trying to come
up with some
each listing.
way to inform our friends that we
I have subscribed to a soft-water have already selected
a color TV,
service for 30 years, never missing microwave oven
and VCR at a
a payment — and always punctual. certain store, so they
if
want to give
Recently, I received a threatening, us a gift, they should
go to that store
dunning computer printout in red to and put their
money toward one of
show that I was "seriously in those gifts.
arrears ir my payments," and if I
I hope I don't sound terrible
didn't send My 6 cents immediately, saying this,
but we really don't
service wotild be discontinued and want
anyone to spend their money
legal action taken.
on some jupky little gift that we
Dutifully I endorsed one of my •can't
use. 'Pie would rather have
quarterly 8-cent checks and sent it them put their
money toward someto the company requesting that a thing important.
check for 2 cents be returned to me.
How should I word a message of
In due course, the check for 2 this kind
to send along in our
cents arrived. Any company that wedding
invitations?
uses computers and doesn't have a
PLANNING AHEAD
built-in sense of humor is in trouble.
I canceled that purified water • DEAR
PLANNING: To enservice, am now drinking water close
with
your wedding invitafrom my tap, and I never felt better
tions a suggestion concerning a
in my life.
gift would be very poor taste.
JACK DEDERICK, The only acceptable
way to
COSTA MESA, CALIF. convey your suggestio
ns would
be for a close friend to inform
at-•
••
other friends. But don't be
disappointed if some people
DEAR ABBY: Concerning the prefer to make their own selectelephone bill of I cent, I'd like to tions.
bring you up to date. It would seem
ridiculous, as you say, if the bill had
•••
been sent by a human being. Today
these matters are handled by computers. Computers have many fine
CONFIDENTIAL TO: Ellen,
qualities, but common sense is not
age 44, faithfully married to
one of them.
"John" in Fort Wayne: Please
A friend of ours, on returning
write 'again and include your
from vacation, received a bill for
name and address. I want to
$0.00. When he ignored it, he
answer your question.
received a letter threatening to cut
off his utilities if the bill was not

Lega

1

pronoun
11 Broadcasts
16 Teutonic
deity
18 Plunge
20 Obstruct
22 Begged
25 Sailor
27 Still
29 Night bird
30 Afternoon
party
32 Wager
34 Limb
38 Away
37 Neither
39 Beam
40 Weaken
43 Docile
48 Insane
48 Dine
5(3 Famed
52 Lawmaker
53 Search tor
55 Saucy
57 As far as
59 Ordinance
60 Sudsy brew
81 Fish eggs
63 Shade tree
87 Tin symbol
89 Fseros
Islands
whirtwInd

Full-Time or
Part-Time

TYPESETTER
Needed
Experience necessary
Paid vacation, insurance and retirement benefits
Send resume to
P.O. 1040-L,
Murray, Ky.
42071
RETAIL sales
Greenhouse and sales
lot work, full time.
Hours flexible. Ex
perience preferred 753
1725.

WANT
TO BUY
Dark Fire Cured
Tobacco Base
Call:
492-8366
After 5 p.m.
v7At
-TITED Standing
trrneer We use,-oorses.
no skidder Call
GlaScO, 615 232 6425

Ken

IS Articles for Sale
MINNOWS dozen or
pound, Crappie Jigs
night crawlers at
George's One Stop
Market, Hwy 280 436
2176

16. Home Furnishings
BEIGE recliner,Thrde a
bed, deep freeze
(upright), solid Oak
desk and chair
Cali
153 3536
MUST mile room for
new shipments Our loss
is your gain Storewide
reductions on all living
room, dining room,
bedroom groups and
bedding We appreciate
your business
Carraway Furniture.
105 North 3rd, 753 1502
Oiieen size waterbed on
princess pedestal Call
after 5 30P M 75995.4$
KT-TAN -rtir
Papasan chair and stool
with navy cushions,
chairs with blue
cushions, and tables
with glass tops Call
753 3562 after 5P.M

19 Farm Equipment
roRD 800 Tractor
pieces of equipment.
Call 435 4258
ANTIQUE- lractorS,
several different styles,
some on steel wheels.
435 4489 or 435 4374. .
20. Sports Equipment
GOLF cart, 4 wheeler
with new batteries and
trailer. 51000. 753 5744

2 2 . Musical
4 PIECE Ludwig trum

Set. Black Cortex
Brand new hardware
RN Director of Frursing Lots of extras Excel
needed to, 118 bed facil lent condition. $1,500
ity Experience preferred firm Call 759 4723
Spinet
but not absolutely neceS F OR sale
sary Must have strong console piano bargain
Wanted
responsible
supervisory/ manage
ment and nursing skills. party to take over low
Excellent benefits & monthly payments on
chance for advancement. Spinet piano. See
Apply in person at locally. Call 1 800 327
OakvIew Manor, Hwy. 62 3345 ext. 102.
East, Calvert City, Ky
24. Miscellaneous
E.O.E., MFHV,
LANDAU Chrome
9. Situation Wanted
wheels, lugs, caps,
CHILDCARE in Har stems with 243 60R 15"
white letter tires
din Experienced, car
National XT Renegade
Ing and dependable
Meals arid shacks fur 5500 3 Prom Dresses,
Sizes 8, 17, and 20 Call
nished Have openings
753 5382 after SP M
Call me at 437 4678

mm
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24. Miscellaneous

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
38. Pets -Supplies
44 Lots for Sale
49
Used Cars
52. Boats.-Motors
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
1/5 CARAT diamond SEASONED Threwood, 1982 RIVER Oaks mobile
AKC Registered female
12'
FISHING
boat
2
LAKEVIEW
and
lots
1979
at
BRICK
WHITE Firebird,
block and con- QUALITY construction
earrings for sale Prac $50 2 ricks, delivered
Bassett, 14 mos. old
home, 14x65, on 2/3 acre
trailer. Phone 759-4821
Pine Bluff Shores
good condition
crete driveways, repairs and alterations.
Call
tically brand new Call 436 2778.
3P.M
after
Call
4360
437
lot with several trees, 2
14' PROCRAFT 6'. width sidewalks, patios, house Free estimates Call G
Priced to sell. Call after 4P.M. 753-0444.
Scott Wilson at 753 0586_
SERVICE all brands-61 bedrooms, 1 bath, excel
CUTE AKC Registered
753-8723.
1982 OLDS Toronado. With trailer, 70HP foundations, chimneys. & A 436-2617.
RESSES suitable
-icir chain saws Also, 3 and lent condition City water,
Bassett puppies
7
Evinrude, - tilt and trim, New and repair. 27 ROCKY COLSON Home
753-6308.
either pageant or prom. 4 wheelers. Stokes sat. dish and receiver,
weeks old, only 3 left COUNTRY living on
completely overhauled, years experience. Free Repair. Roofing, siding,
Size 10 floor length pink Tractor, Industrial 10x12 storage building.
this 3.65 acre lot only 3 1982 PONTIAC Trans
Call 753-8448.
2 2260 Lowrence depth estimates. Large or painting, plumbing,
with sequin top, Size 8 Road.
miles south of town. Lot Am, white, fully equipLocated on south end Old
finders, crappie rig, small jobs. Charles concrete. Free esped,
new
tires,
black and gold tea
includes
septic
low
well
&
SPLIT firewood, mulch, Flint Church Rd. right off
Johnson trolling motor, Barnett 7515476
timates. Call 474 2307 or
41. Public Sales
length strapless Both and slabs. Call 435-4530.
tank. Nice 20 x 32 shop. miles. Sharp car. 753
641. After 5p.m 437-4442.
2 batteries, 3 pedestal CONCRETE drive- 753-6973.
6
4
3
7
or
7
5
3
purchased and worn one TILLERS, 5HP Briggs 1985 BUCANEER
9696
Call 759 4554 anytime.
seats. 1977 Dodge van, ways, patios, carpentry ROOFING: 10 years
14x80,
time in Nashville Call and Stratton engine,
LAKE property at anytime.
3 bedroom, 2 full baths,
g ood shape
14' and block work. CALL roofing for this corn
1983 CHRYSIER Fifth
759 1775 (day) or 753 chain drive, $789 99 in
bargain price. 8x38 2
washer and dryer, cen
aluminum boat with 502-492 8160.
munity; 15 years exAvenue, excellent con
9284 (nights & carton
bedroom trailer on ap
Wallin Hard
18HP Johnson, controls FENCE sales
tral heat and air and
at Sears perience. Call me at
dition, fully equipped,
weekends).
100'x150'
prox.
Septic,
lot.
ware, Downtown, Paris
and
much more This home
steering with now. Call Sears 753-2310 436 2212 Bob Myers
4 PkOM dresses. Sizes 3
deepwell with pump, leather interior, 61,000
trailer. 436 2587.
is the top of the line,
for free estimate for Roofing Contractors.
miles, 1 owner. Call
& 5. Call 753 0290.
building
storage
and
sold for $21,000 new,
15' GLASTRON your needs.
IBM Compatible
SAWDUST, loaded
753-3249.
ALUMTN
-UM exterWii:in
Bloodriver.
56,
deck,
near
selling for 516,500. 437runabout, 1975 model, FOR most any
type single axle truck $10
1983 PONTIAC 6000,
Software
ladders 14 539.99; 16'
314-471
days
or
6163
000.
late model 50HP John
.4455 or 753 3.406.
driveway white rock Shomaker Lumber Co.
red. PS, PB, air, tilt,
$47 99, 20' $59 99, 24'
314-472'1675 after &P.m
I public domain
son motor. 51400. 492- also, any type gravel, Hwy. 22 N. McKenzie,
AM/FM
stereo
57499. 28' $9999 Wallin.
and
Mobile
28.
Homes for Rent
8296 days; 753 9519 after dirt and sand call Roger Tn., 901-352-5777.
Software. Over.1000
46. Homes for Sale
tape deck, 4-door, extra
Hardware, Downtown,
8P.M.
2 BEDROOM house
Programs for only
Hudson, 753 4545 or SEWING Machine Re
nice.
Call
753-5216.
Paris.
2 BEDROOM house in
17' DUO Roamer, 753-6763.
trailer in New Concord
pair_ All makes and
1984 MAXIMA, extra
ALUMINUM topper, 65_25 per disk! All
country
(8
miles
north
12
OHPi
n
$75 per month
Call
GENERAL repair, models. Home & In
fully guaranteed
red. Fits full size long
on Hwy 1211. Will clean. $6,800. Call 753
board/outboard. 14' plumbing, roofing,
436-2427.
yard dustrial. Bag closing
wheel base truck 753
consider trade for nice 1266, after 5P.M. call
Send
$2.00
Traveler, 20HP Johnson work, tree work
Yor
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or
and machines. Also scissor
753-3493.
2708 after 4P.M
mobile
home.
$8000.
Catalog to.
Trolling,
depth.
436-2261 wood
unfurnished, some new
rick. 436-2642 sharpening. 40 yrs
1984 RENAULT EnCANDLELIGHT white
Call
753.9866.
after
5P.M.
furniture, natural gas
experience. All work
or 46 $5255a.
89
wedding gown & veil
Software
1 BEDROOM, kitchen core, 58,xxx, 40MPG, 1980 LOWE aluminum
electric, air con
GUTTERING by Sears. guaranteed. Kenneth
clean. Days 753-6822;
from Showcase Slip
remodeled,
75x150
lot,
2
Bass boat, 70HP Mari- Sears continuous gut- Barnhill, 753-2674,
424 N. 34th St.
ditioned. Shady Oaks
nights 753-1812.
included Altered size 7
car detached garage
ner motor, trolling mo- ters installed
753 5209.
Paducah, Ky. 424101
for your Stella, Ky.
1985 CADILLAC DeCleaned and sealed for
505
S.'
9th
ReasonaSt
tor and 2 depth finders. specifications.
3 BEDROO-A
A- trai
Call SHEETROCK finishing,
storage $175 See at 402
vine, 53,00C miles, extra
bly
priced
will
&
sell
Boat, motor and trailer Sears 753-2310 for
with A/C, stove &
free new or repair. 436-2811.
nice. 759-1084 after
S 8th' or call 753 5845
some
furniture.
Call
ready to ,go! Call 436- estimate.
refrig., furnished -in
25. Business Services
SUREWAY Tree
8A.M. 3P.M.
5P.M.
,
759
9958
5830 after 5P.M.
HAMILTON Cultured Service- Topping, prun
GET your tax refund Hazel $125 per mOntti.
FIREWOOD for sale
1985
CHEVROL
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath
ET
1983 Baja 19' 302 marble and tile.
643 Old ing, tree removal. Aefaster! We're equipped - Call 492 8660.
437 4667.
Celebrity, 23,000 miles,
brick home near Ben
Chevrolet, V 8 Mercury
WVTHWIND Mobile
rial bucket truck. Fully •
PW,
PS,
▪ 1-B-E WO613eoned to transmit to IRS by
PB,
AT, AC, outdrive, tandum Benton Rd. 753-9400.
ton
Phone 527 9932
Home
Park on North
INSULATION blown in insured for your prot
Refunds
AM/FM, tilt. Extra
Oak
Delivered and computer
after 5P.M.
trailer.
Call
753-5744.
16th
Street now has
issued in average of 18
Swivel vinyl chair, 3 BEDROOM, 2 bath nice! $6800. Call after 1985 LASER Bass boat, by Sears. TVA ap- ection. Stump removal
stacked or you pick up
proved. Save on those with no lawn damage
days last year! We can' trailer lots for rent.
Charles Barnett 753
house & 31 1/2 acres of 5P.M. 753-5279.
miniature pool table,
150HP Mariner motor high heating
Free estimates. No
transmit if I do the 753 9866.
and cool
5476.
1985 CUTLASS Supreme
land
1/8
mile
off
Hwy.
with
electronic
& troll- ing bills. Call Sears obligations. 753-5484.
AiLER for rent7CWI
blue jeans. glassware
preparation, you or TA-Brougham, low miles,
r IR EWOOD for iT
280
on
Forrest
Rd.
Call
ing
motor,
$8,000. 753- 7 5 3 2 3 1 0 for free TRAILER owners.
Now Dill's Trailer Court
clothes, small table.
excellent shape, extra
Also, tree removing 30 another preparer
436-5318.
3938 after 5P.M.
Does your trailer roof
estimate.
preparing individual, 759 1577.
years experience 436
CABIN, one mile from sharp. Call 753-8667.
an
lots
more
19' FIBERGLASS cabin LEE'S CARPET need sealing? Free
farm, business and
2758 or 436 2562.
1985
HONDA
Accord
Cypress
Springs,
needs
cruiser & tandem CLEANING. For all estimates. Call Kenneth
partnerships
Call 30. Business Rentals
FrYLIti-fielFinan
some work. Contact LX, grey with light grey
aw, 1-Ftrailer, $800. Call 436- your carpet & upholst. at 436-2326.
Joyce Noel Tax Service
interior,
43,000
saw mill, good condition
miles,
Terry
36
Mullins
at 75317' x 80' BUILDING for
2506.
489 1440 for appoint
ery cleaning. For a free WET BASEMENT? We
MPG,
good
Call after 5P M 753 7988
car.
$8000.
8856
or 753-0045 after
28' FIBERGLASS estimate call 753-5827
ment, information or retail business. Central
make wet basements
Call
435-4429
after
6P.M.
1:30P.M.
GILSON log slitter, 30' rates.
heat & A/C & an
Houseboat, 70 HP Satisfied references.
dry. Work completely
1985
SUNBIRD, 2 door,. Evinrude, custom
• Briggs & Stratton mo
FOR sale:- New house
insulated ceiling Pan
Call or
LICENSED electrician, guaranteed
tor. 13 ton capacity,• belt MIKE Hod0e's "rit-x eled walls 8. carpeted at
located in Merrywood 1 owner, low mileage,
trailer Also 1971 Ford residential and corn' write Morgan Con
Service
offering
elec
AM/FM,
air, PS, PB, 4 jpaotor home. Call 436drive, excellent condi
Subdivision just off of
Dixieland S-hopping
mercial. Air condition- struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
..11.11iagl__ Refunds
806 Coldwater Rd.
now -- 75-3 T71-3-alTe r
Benton Bypass to cylinder. 54800. 753.3778
Center on Chestnut.
processed
ing.
in
Sales and service. 409A, Paducah, Ky.
'average
of
5P.M.
Murray 3 bedrooms, 2 or 527-3032 after 5P.M.
directly adiacent to
5 HP OUTBOARD Mo- Gas installation and 42001 or call 1-442-7026.
5 Points
18 days 11 years ex
baths, double garage 1986 BLACK Grand Am, tor . Call 753 3254
65LMSU campus Call 753
6--Wit winch with perience.
repair for natural and WHEELCHAIR bound
Southside
8:30 till 4:30
with electric opener, PS, PB, PW, tilt, anytime.
controls. 30 gallon rot
3018.
Shopping Center, 759
LP. Fred's Repair 753. or handicapped? If you
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
built in bookcase, large AM/FM, ex4ra clean,
water heater, new,
SMALL
Building
ideal
contract to purchase a
WE buy, sell or trade' 7203.
1425.
'
wood deck, plus over 800 new tires. 57300. 489
Westinghouse dryer.
for office or small
Lots ot good cneap
Murray City home
boats, motors, trailers. MAX W. Parker,
after
2704
sq
6P.M.
ft
of
7591608
storage
business
area
Reasonable
26. TV -Radio.
usable- things Maybe
currently under re
Parts or most anything Attorney at Law. For
Call
527
9192
1986
rent Across from MSU
for
CHEVROL
L-Alk -OE-,-Targe. large
ET
marine. Paris. Tn 901
something you can t live
mer county attorney; novation, the design will
appointment.
Silverado-2 ton, cruise
selection ol ttora2ge-:: LEASE TO OWN 25" campus Call 753 7967
642 3332.
without Come see us
former district ludge. be modified to ac
HOUSF with full control, good condition,
buildings in Jock_ for console TV with remote,
Office, 104 N. 4th St, comodate your needs
Cancel if rain.
$53 a month. Murray
9 id 5 acres, 28,000 miles Call 759
immediate d.!!livery
• baser 8.
Murray, 753 3153, Offer good until March
in x# , $16,500 Call 4682.
Acree Portable Rental 8. Sales. 753 8201.
21, 1988. Call 753 3875.
Home, 753-7900.
--TO OWN 19"
53.
Services
Offered
436•2...o.
Buildings rgolayfield,
On Court Square
WILL do plumbing in
MOBILE
HOME
color
43.
TV,
month
a
Real
$28
Estate
Ky '502 747 Mr
Al ENTERPRISES of- Specialist, Repair, stallation & repairs. All
$150.00 a month
Murray Rental & Sales
47.
Motorcyc
les
Now it's
KOPPERUD Realty
fering brick and block leveling,
1:.-1C,
Deposit Required
Free es
underpinning, guaranteed
75.3 8201
bikes, overstuffed
offers a complete range 1979
driveway and patio roofs, floors, plumbing, timates. Phone 492 13899
1000 Suzuski,
Cell
733-1910.
TOViir
OWN
couch.' 2 end tables,
of Real Estate services ex. cond Books at $1500,
work. Carpentry work wiring, washing, or 753 1308
Ask for Ted Delaney.
coffee table, platform eless.remote VCR. 132 a
With a wide selection of will take 51200. Call
of all phases. Also, hurricane straps. 759
rity
,
s4U,
month
Murray
Rental
55 Feed and Seed
roc ker, overs•uffed
quality homes, all 753 7300 anytime.
natural and LP gas 4850.
& Sales 753 8201
chair Call 759 1482
prices. 753 1222, toll free 1981 VIRAGO 920, 8,006
work. Free estimates.
31
Want
to
Rent
LrKSE TO -bcVN
-- TO
1 800 251 HOME Ext
LITTLE
436 5355.
miles, $1200 Call 753.
The Wow N.K.
--bedroom
711L for courteous, 7169 before 3P.M.
size 46 Excellent con- watt stereo system,
A 1 TREE Service and
Is your bass boat
with basement, need by competent Real Estate
Stauffer Pride I
dition
Call 759 4142 only $53 per month
stump removal. Your
or ski boot oxidizMurray Rental & Sales, May 1st Call 759 4809
service We make buy 49.Used Cars
after 5P.M
professional tree serGarden Seeds
New & Used
ing & selling Real
ed? We buff &
vice. All types, remoMARTIN houses i 7531201.
MUSTANG,
1967
deluxe
32. Apt: for Rent
Executives
GM
&
14.K.
Estate
Soo(' Corn
easy
for
you.
val,
topping, feeding.
room, $1999. 12 room, 27. Mobile Homes
wax boots and
interior, 289 motor,
tor Sale
Program Vehicles
1 BE elk OOM upstairs SALE- or Trade Water
Free estimates. 50'
579 99, 18 room, 544 99,
Also,
Alfalfa,
automatic transmisClover,
clean Interiors.
front cabin, year sion, 62,000 miles,
apartment, outside en
bucket truck and chip24 room. 559 99 le
good
901-542-3900
0.
Grass
Timothy.
and
1974.
condition
nice
around water. 2400 sq
per. Call 753-0906.
Also clean cars
trance Stove and re
telescoping pole $7999
condition. 759 1360, at
Hwy. 79 W. - Parts
ft , boat dock. Mid 60's. ter
frigerator furnished
Wallin Hardware, 7591608
A Gift for someone you
and trucks for
6P.M. 753 9826, ask
753
MT-ATLANTIC. 12x65, Reasonable utilities 713
3672 after 5P.M
downtown. Paris, In
love! We convert your
for Chuck
1987 MAZDA RX 7
I ndividuals.
Elm 1175 per month. TIM-E- SHARE Condo
old 8mm Home Movies
MEMBE -V-SHTP in good condition, $3800
1973 VOLKSWAGON
Turbo,
this
has
car
all
Call 753 2519 or 759 1929
395 4756
Florida, minutes from light blue, mechanically
to Video Tape. Call
Pirates Cove Resort
Coll Shop
the equipment, beautiDisney World. 2 bed
Allison's Photography
206M apart
$5000 Serious offers 1981 14x72 CLAYTON 2 BE63sound, nice body, good f u I black with grey
room,
759-1543
ment,
2
or
at
refrigerat
bath,
753-8809.
LR/DR,
or,
only 753 6798
1215 Plisalio Rd
mobile home, 2 bed
tires, $750 firm. Call interior. Car lists for
MY-MBEASHIP in . room. 1 bath, large dishwasher, stove, kitchen Call for details, between 10A M
2P.M., 521,800. Would be cheap ALL types of gravel
Horne
753-1481
753-5522
hauled. Also, slabs and
Pirates Cove Re ' kitchen, large living garbage disposal in 502-821 4151
753 6607.
at $15,000, will take
mulch. Reasonable. 435creational Resort on .room with fireplace. Northwood $245 per kW Haley says: I've 1975 CHRYSLER New $13,500. Call
4.35 4429
got buyers I need Yorker, excellent con.
4 2 9 1 , 4 3 7 4 4 0 2 or
Ky Lake Year round Central electric heat month 759 4406.
after 6P.M.
sellers.
E
i
l
ena
N
se
List
E
NR
oN
G
rotYm wtesoffis3cdi7e1nets 2.
your pro
camping 8. recreational and air, washer and
dition, fully equipped, 1987 MAZDA 323 3 door 753•0467.
-perty with-- rIfIc--C1541 me MW liftS bhd battery.
feca.ties._ For rrtforma- dryer hisok vo,-Parti
hatchback, excellent APPLIANCE
atlY
at 489-2266 or Roberts 436-2743.
lion. 437 4216
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Be
furnished
In trailer
condition. Call 753 5041.
Realty
autiftifly
753-1651.
landscaped on
Westinghouse,
bed nilfs
-for park in town $10,000
1977 CUTLASS, 350 1987 PONTIAC Bon
quiet dead end street
Whirlpool. 27 years
ALL make:, of pick up firm Most see to ap
motor, new transmis
neville
LE,
owner,
1
trucks Stokes Tractor prec late 436 2173 after Central heat pump, 44. Lots for Sale
sion Call after 51*.M. 9,000 miles, loaded. Call experience. Parts and
•
appliances furnished,
service. Bobby Hopper,
753 1319
6P M
4374620
a
753 7246.
1 1/2 ACRE on 280. 1/2
sun deck Deposit and
Bob's Appliance Ser
Types
All
Of
•
mile off 121, new well, TUT Monte Carlo Lan- '55 BEL AIR Deluxe. vice, 102 S. 5th St.
el
et
Custom Woodworking
new septic system, new dau, black, PS. A/C, All original Make offer. Business 753 4872, 436- •
b
Psie
ld
tiltF
r°°m
Ca I bfaiTts dttildelt
Nor
*
automatic
,
AM/FM
Call
753
5P.M.
2913
after
12x16 building 759 4608
*
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR
%48 (home)
44
cassette, real good mo
&
•
MUST sell White 1085
•
Now renting
Equal 5.5 ACRES, lake access, tor,
350 4 barrel, new Fiero SE, auto, air, PW, APPLIANCE REPAIR: *
r
*
Housing Opportunity
1 mile from Panorama tires, good
Factory authorized for
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
buy $850
a
PL, sport wheels $5400. Tappan. Kelvinator and *
759 4984
Shores on Hwy. 280, 1/4 759 1559, call anytime
•
Drop by & sors our showroom
*
•
Call 435 4218
-mile from lake. Perfect
Brown. Service on gas
NOW 11, 409 SUNBURY
MURRAY
.34novl Burwv &Wed
1979 MERCURY RED HOT bargains!
building spot Lots of
and electric ranges,
bedroom apartments
Call after Drug dealers' cars,
Cougar
**********************
Oak and .P.j.tle trees
microwaves, disCall Embassy Apart
5P.M. 759 1192.
boats, planes repo'd. hwashers, re$10,000 362 8609
ments at 753 3530
Surplus Your area. frigerators, etc, Earl
T41C1Nd applications 13--EAUTIFT
.1L
-- lakeside
Need An Eat,' Car
Buyers gui'de. Lovett, 354 6956 or 751
for Section 8
Rent lot on Ky. Lake, would
(1)8056876000 Ext. S- 5341
For A Few Days?
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3 make an excellent
St BR Apply
8155
building or mobile home
BREAKING and discHilldale
Phut Fr
Gcur• Al
Face Brick start at $133°°
ing gardens. Yard Ian•
site. Lot has grassy
Apts , Hardin, Ky
50. Used Trucks
DWAIN
TAYLOR
•Brick •Mortar 'Stone •Flue Blocks
dscaping
Leveling
Equal Housing clearing surrounded by
1975 FORD Pick -Up, d riveways and
CHEVROLET. INC.
trees Will sell cheap
Opportunity.
•Flue Liners •Patio Pavers •Crossties •Pottery
F150. Call 753 3402.
bushhogging 436 5430
Call after 6P M 502 227
502-753-2617
Price Laird, owner
Puryoor. TN
247-3232
34 Houses for Rent
4103
Ti' CHEVY Conver- or 753 0659
Presidential
sion
Van,
2 -triWer2 &Irk House on
Edition. Loaded & good
Glendale Rd
Couples
condition $6500 753
only $250 per month
7629.
Call Howard Brandon at
1983 1/2 NISSAN 3
port
753 4389 or 753 5960
truck, PS, PB, sun roof,
1---8E-15A00M, 1 bath in
1578 Ft. Campbell Blvd - ClarksVale, Tennessee 37042
in
good condition 5.4200
Stella No pets or chil
Phone (815) 55249481648-9705
435 4489.
dren
No exceptions
1983 DODGE-Ikir---n, 225
Call 753 6825 evenings
6 cylinder Call 753 5833
3-ROOM House rn The
(Day) or 759-1735
country Call 492 8502
bedroom,
on
located
bath
home
1
3
(night).
To tease ---a-Ofif-u-T - -3
1988 Double WIclo 24x44 3 Bedroom 2 Full Baths Vaulted Le/rig Range Refrig
1983 Dodge pick-up,
9% acres mil. Only minutes from the
Fri. & Sat. March 11 & 12
bedroom. 2 bath, brick
Ste,eo reno Fan Delivery Setup
Only 8929 Down and 8232 Monthly!
loaded. Will trade for
house in Panorama
lake. Priced In the 40's.
older model truck. Call
1988 2 Bedroom 14 Wide Special'
Only 5494 Down and $124 Monthly!
This FIsassc tics ri Biv,cls
Shores Fireplace and
489 2308 after 5P.M.
Can MTG/Better Homes
many other extras Call
1988 3 Bedroom wiLarge Walk-In Closet Range Retr,t._,'
Garden Tub
1986 CHEVY 5-10, red
901 479 2604 after 4p m
8:30-til
Set':
Only 8849 Down and $183 Monthly!
& Gardens 753-4000
with white pin stripes.
speed Call 753 1932.
1988 1800 ',parlous 3 Bedroom 2 Bath
36. For Rent or Low
Home
Only $981 Down and $245 Monthly,
ArN7 to Own a Heavy
Campers
51
Duty Washer and
MANY OTHER SPECIALS IN STOCK!
Dryer. $18 per week
14' Starcraft pop up
Call Movie World at
camper. Sleeps 6, good
UNIVERSAL
HOUSING
IS YOUR WHOLESALE MOBILE HOME OUTLET!
753 4663
condition
Call after
Pre-Inventory Sale
•••
5P.M.,
753 8306
-s
40
.e
While It Lasts!
Open: Monday-Saturday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m • Sun. 1 p.m. • 6 p.m.
37. livestock-Supplies
16' "PLAY MORE"
At'C,# Thousands And Thousands Of
Rr
•
Coldwate
809
r Rd.
Tandem axle camper
REGI”tRED Ram
yards
To
Choose
From
sa
with roof air, roll out
bouillet sheep
Also,
Bunnies, Baskets, Birdfeeders and much more
awning, sleeps 6, in
geese 153 4106.
Everything Reduced
Load Of Short Rolls Hisao,
'
excellent condition has
3- IMMEVITAL and
Cornmstrcisil And Plush Hilo Shag
everything. Also
Simbrah bulls Per
Mixed Colors $7 00 op yd
Niagara Recliner, 8
formance & semen
See Our Selection of
months old, in excellent
tested
Excellent qual
condition 489 2718 after
Mier erne Carpet Moos cdon V DO Is 1381 A; rd
ity $650 & up Cadiz.
3.30P.M.
Ky 522 8794
1211 Hite Mee 11 le 17 SS op yrd
Open 10:00-5:00 Daily
WTI TO-R15- Limited,
• 2 11 Awryi, $d
yd
Is SS 0
with cold air Will trade
41
Pubis( 'ales
for Pick up truck Call
" m•Sry St° tones Bac! Shoo 53 op yd
MURRAY - CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
436 2506.
'2 ft Our Bost PlusO I Trackless Carpet $t IS to IQ 19 so yd
1979 WILDERNESS
AND LONG TERM CARE UNIT
Camper, 12' awning and
'2 fl the Roils Corronorctsi Acta., esti 1319 lo SI 0 fp yd
Air. Just like new Call
4354141.
Psychollost licensed to practice in Kentucky
We have what we advertise
filE JAYCO d
Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
needed part-time to conduct group therapy
fold down, roof air
In stock.
conditioner, 3 way ref.,
314 S. 9th St.
and psychological testing for 12 bed
Pesetas Carpel Inc
surge brakes, spare
AGINTS
Roy I flioorh Bob Cornelison
psychiatric unit to open in April in JCAH ac&
Donuts
Coffee
& Niles South Of Mums Ky
behind Murray Hospital
tire, sleeps 6, perfect
Sat March 12th
On Hwy 641 Between
condition, used one
credited general hospital
Patterns, fabric, zippers
time, must self. 55000.
Hew Ky &Norse. To
Contact: Richard Storta, Personnel,
household items odds
153 1853.
Register Forprewing
Open 11 a rn to s prn
APACHE -JOY& down
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
and endc
For 2 Fro* Rugs
Monde, Thru &Moder
camper, all plaitic &
Murray, KY 42071,(502) 753-5131 ext. 113
9121-49541983
Set March 12th
753-5536
aluminum, no canvas
753-4703
11800 Call 436 2506

Moving
Sale

Sat., March 12
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
305 Oakdale
Drive

Yard Sale

Saturday
7-a.m.-12 Noon
504 S. 6th St.

Big
Yard Sale

Building For Rent

LT-A--sr

LrA-sr-

Dan Taylor
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Ix. of
Pans, TN

Carraway
Farms
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Daddy Boyd i
Justin & Jason

Puryear Brick & Supply Co.

l'

Amvets Post 45
Dance

tow

Spring Clearance Sale

Paschall Carpet Inc.

Paris Landing

aizaziazsz

OUR MARCH SPECIALS!!

The Old Ky. Collection

Come

-ALSO-

Farm Bureau Insurance

Tie-Dye

is committed to quality

Homeowners and Farmowners Coverage

PSYCHOLOGIST

Basement
Sale

in all areas of Calloway County.

We provide coverage wherever you live County or City

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU

is
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Glenda Rudolph

Calvin M.
Williams Sr.
Services for Calvin M. Williams
Sr. will be Saturday at 1 p.m. at
Obion River Baptist Associated
Church, McKenzie, Tenn. The
Rev. A. Taylor will officiate.
Burial will follow in Greenwood
Cemetery at McKenzie with
Williams Funeral Home of Paris,
Tenn., in charge of arrangements.
Visitation will be from 7 to- 8
p.m. tonight (Friday at the
funeral home at Paris.
Mr. Williams Sr., 62, of 201
Greer St., Paris, died unexpectedly Wednesday morning at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital. He was
retired owner of Williams Funeral
Home, Paris, and a World War II
veteran.
, Born Sept. 15, 1925, in Carroll
county. Tenn., he was the son of
the late Norvel Williams and HatHamilton Williams. He was a
member and deacon of Olivet Bap- tist Church.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Elrline Scott; five daughters, Mrs.
Rosalind Bledsoe and Brenda
Williams, Washington, D.C.,
Patricia Williams, Alexandria.
Va., Geneva Williams, Paris, and
Lola Williams, Memphis, Tenn..
five sons, Eddie Horton and Calvin
Williams Jr., Washington, D.C..
Alvin Scott. Newport News, Va.,
Charles Scott, Memphis, and
Howard Williams, Paris.
Also surviving are five sisters.
Mrs. Alvernia Oglesby and Mrs.
Faye Stewart, McKenzie, Mrs.
CharleArGolden and Mrs. Rosa
McCollum, Louisville, and Mrs.
Norverlene Ricks, Cincinnati,
Mio; two brothers, Bobby
Williams, Montreal, Calif., and
James Williams, Louisville; 20
grandchildren; one greatgrandchild

U.S. tire industry
Shipments
Of original equipment and
replacement passenger bres
in millions of units
250
Domestics
200
150
100
Imports

50

0
1981 '82 '8384 ' 85 '86 •Eir

Union membership
Of United Rubber. Cork.
Unoteum and Plastic Workers of
America; in thousands of work° s

The funeral for Mrs. Glenda
Rudolph will be Saturday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. Don
Faulkner and the Rev. Calvin
Clark will officiate.
Burial will follow in Palestine
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Friends may call at the funeral
home. .
Mrs. Rudolph, 50, Rt. 3. Benton,
died Wednesday at 10:25 p.m. at
Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
She had been injured in a two vehicle accident at intersection of
Highways 641 and 80 at Hardin at

about 8:45 p.m. Wednesday.
Survivors are her husband, Orvis Gene Rudolph, who was also
injured and is hospitalized at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah; one
daughter, Mrs. Linda Lovett, one
son. Donnie Rudolph, her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Canup. one
sister, Mrs. Brenda Jordan, and
one brother, Gale Canup, all of
Benton; two grandchildren,
several nieces and nephews.
Mrs. Rudolph was preceded in
death by one brother. Donald
Wayne Canup.

Clifford Brandon
Funeral rites for Clifford Brandon will be Saturday at 10 a.m. at
St. Thomas Moore Catholic
Church, Paducah. The Rev: Lucian Hayden and the Rev. Harold
Diller will officiate.
Burial will follow in Mt. Carmel
Cemetery with arrangements by
Roth Funeral Home, Paducah,
where prayers will be Said at 6
p.m. Friday.
Mr. Brandon, 71. Paducah, died
Wednesday at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
'
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.

Eileen Hayden Brandon; three
daughters, Mrs. Margapet Met.
javy, St. Louis, Mo., M'rs. Betty
Legeay, Indianapolis, Ind., and
Mrs. Marilyn Christopher.
Decature, Ala.; three sons. Clifford Brandon Jr., Owensboro.
Tommy Brandon, Central City,
and Robert W. randOn, Paducah
Also survivingare two sisters,
Mrs. Hubert Faye)(
Coles of Hazel
and Mrs. Gene Dale (Leta i Ray of
Calveraty; 14 grandchildren; 11
nepheW 11 nieces.

Elbert H. Greer
Final rites for Elbert H. Greer
were Thursday at 2 p.m in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral Home.
Mayfield. The Rev. Bob Swift
officiated.
•
Burial was in Mayfield Memory
Gardens.
Mr. Greer. 80, Rt. 1. Hickotiy.
died Tuesday at 4:30 a.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital.
Paducah.
A member of Hickory Baptist
Church, he was the son of the late
Rev. and Mrs. Walter E. Greer.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Estelle Greer; two daughters.

Mrs. Linda Wilson, Springfield,
Mo., and Mrs. Jane Fish, Akron.
Ohio: two stepdaughters, Mrs.
Eva Jo Ragsdale. Ih'interhaven,
Fla., and Mrs. Sarah Duncan,
Murray.
Also surviving are three sisters,
Mrs. Aylene Ray and Mrs. Estelle
Lamb, Mayfield, and Mrs.
Christine Courtney, Paducah; two
brothers. the Rev Clifton Greer,
Paducah, and the Rev. Harold
Greer. Mayfield; four grandsons;
six stepgrandchildren; three
great-grandchildren

George W. Barrow
Services for George W. Barrow
are today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. James Garland and
Wayne Cox are officiating. Mrs.
Oneida White is organist!id
soloist.
Pallbearers are Tommy, Jimmy, Mike, Dwain, Wade and Ken.
neth Barrow, all grandsons.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Mr. Barrow, 90, died Thursday

at 1:15 a.m at his home on Rt. 2,
Hazel.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Mintie Noel Barrow; one
daughter, Mo. Elroy (Evelyn)
Barrow, Centkalia, Ill.; five sons,
Gene Barrow and wife, Juanita.
and Floyd Barrow and wife. Martha, Puryear. Tenn., Robert Barrow and wife, Beth, and Ray Barrow and wife, Juanita, Paris,
Tenn., and Leon Barrow and wife,
Sybil. Murray; 20 grandchildren.
40 great-grandchildren

•••"--
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LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP —
Rupp Arena officials have announced that Bruce Springsteen
will appear in concert March 26 in
Lexington as part of his 11-city
"Tunnel of Love Express" tour.
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NASHVII,LE, Tenn. ( AP i —
Metro police officers on Thursday
arrested at least 15 men, including
a Kentucky televrSton station
owner, indicted on grand jury
charges that they solicited teenage boys for sex, police said.
The sting began in November
after the mother of an East
Nashville youth noticed her son
was carrying a large amount of
money, police said.
The woman called authorities
after the boy admitted he and his
friends were being paid up to $40 to
perform sex with the men.
Police secretly photographed
and tape recorded the encounters
between a 15-year-old informant

and the men, police said.
Assistant Metro Police Chief
John Ross said officers were expected to arrest at least one
juvenile in connection with the
operation
He said officers have been warned that some of the men arrested
could be suicidal.
"I think anytime you have people that are fixtures in the community, there's always a risk of
suicide," he said.

Late-winter storm lashed
High Plains area with snow
By The .4550CI4TED PRESS
A powerful late-winter storm
lashed the High Plains with a blizzard and up to 14 inches of snow
today, closing hundreds of miles of
highway in Nebraska and Wyoming, and stranding hundreds of
travelers.
In southwestern Nebraska, the
snow pileup cut off the town of
Kimball. whose residents opened
their doors to about 600 stranded
motorists.
The storm occurred 100 years to
the day that the four-day Great
Blizzard of 1888 began March 11 in
the eastern United States. That
storm claimed 400 lives.
The storm, stalled near the
Nebraska-Wyoming line before
moving east, pumped heavy snow

State receives
payment on land
bought for plant
GEORGETOWN, Ky. (AP) —
The state received $1.34 million
for 80 acres of land that it had
bougOt for the Toyota auto
assernbly plant but did not need.
Wednesday's sales of the three
tracts require approval from the
Finance and Administration
Cabinet.
Originally, the auction was to include a fourth tract of 23.19 acres,
but it was removed from the
market because of a legal problem, said James Clarke, a
Finance and Administration
Cabinet spokesman.
Clarke said an attorney for
Walter Johnson had written him
Feb. 25 saying the attorney had filed a legal notice in Scott County
against nearly 75 acres of the
original 1.59.4-acre state purchase.
including part of the fourth tract.
The notice could affect a titl •••
claim. Clarke said.
The first tract. 33.19 acres, was
bought for $1 million by Kentucky
Barkley Industrial Development
Co. of Lexington. The pe was
nearly five times the $&100 an
acre paid by the state, according
to Finance and Administration
Cabinet figures.
Donald Bowman. who owns a
Williamsport. Md . trucking company. purchased the second tract
of 41.66 acres for $250,000
Bowman's purchase amounts to
$6,000 an acre, less than the $10,500
an acre that the state paid for it.
The third tract, 5.76 acres, was
bought for $80.000 by Rodney
Ratliff, a Frankfort businessman
who operates Ratliff Rentals, a
commercial and industrial real
estate company

"It's perceived as an embarrassment to their families and
many of them do have close
families So we're concerned with
that, but at the same time we're
concerned with these people who
do prey on children," he said.
Among those arrested was
Lloyd W. Whalen, of Paducah,
Ky., owner of a low power television station. Channel 54. He was
released on a $5,000 bond after ar.
raignment Thursday.

and winds gusting up to 40 mph
from the western Dakotas across
western Nebraska and much of
Wyoming and Colorado
"It's going to continue to pack
quite a punch as its spreads across
Nebraska and South Dakota par.
ticularly." said meteorologist
Pete Reynolds of the National
Weather Service's Severe Storm
\ Forecast Center in Kansas City,
\Mo \
Blizzard warnings were posted
over -eastern Wyoming. northeast
Colorado, northwest Nebraska
and western South Dakota, and
winter storm warnings were posted through tonight for eastcentral South Dakota and
southwest Minnesota.
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Carroll Mazda

See Cbeelsull
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Dwain Taylor. Chevro et, Inc.
Good
Neschbor
Chevy
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'The Boss to appear in Lexington

120
100

Paducahan arrested in sex sting

Tickets for the concert at 7:30
p.m. EST go on sale Sunday at
noon at the arena and at all
Ticketron and Ticketmaster
outlets. Tickets will cost $22.50
each and will be limited to four per

person. Tickets will be sold on a
cash only basis at Rupp.
Tickets at the arena box office
will be sold by lottery. The doors
will open at 10 a.m. and ticket
customers will be admitted until
10:45. Each will be given a
number. The order of purchase
will be determined by drawing
Tickets also may be charged by
phone through Charg-a-Tick at
66-233-3535 and 606-233-3565 after
noon on Sunday.

THE SALE AMERICA WAITS FOR YEAR AFTER YEAR!
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Open House

Dr. Dan M. Miller,)taffland Family,
,
proudly extend a special invitation
to all patients and friends
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for the
Formal Opening and Dedication
of his new medical offices
Sunday, March 13, 1988
from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
312 South 8th Street
Murray, Kentucky
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Ward & Elkins
DOWNTOWN
ON THE SQUARE

Murray, KY

753-1713
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